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The 2013 Sustainability Management Report is the fourth publications since it was
launched in 2010; which demonstrates the effort and achievements of Kangwon
Land in creating a sustainability-friendly society. This report contains information
regarding business organizations’ activities and results from January 1st to December 31st, 2012. In certain aspects, it also contains new core values and information
pertaining to 2013. Through this report, Kangwon Land’s objective is to collect the
stakeholders’ interests and include it in the management strategy in order to actively carry out sustainable business activities. Moreover, we are looking to open up
communication channels with our stakeholders by publishing a balanced and honest Sustainability Management Report.
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Composition of the Report and Verification Method
This report was put together based on GRI’s (Global Reporting Initiative) G3.1 guidelines and ISO 26000 standards. Various index and standard units were applied in this
report using Korea’s standards. The reports’ content was based on official information that had been made externally public. Moreover, a professional and independent
organization -DNV- verified this report in order to ensure the trustworthiness of the
information about the various Sustainability Management related achievements and
to examine the appropriateness of the report creative process.

Stakeholder

Characteristics of the 2013 Report
In order to deliver Kangwon Land’s Sustainability Management Report in a more
systematic way, management activities were distinguished into Approach (direction
of the goal) and Activities (goal of the activities) according to Kangwon Land’s important issues and important stakeholders. The Content of the 2012 report regarding
sustainability achievements was drafted based on the performance criterion (goal
of the achievements).

Environment

Additional Information
Apart from the report herein, additional information about external Sustainability
Management is available in Kangwon Land’s website, www.high1.com and open
management system of public organization’s information is available at www.alio.
go.kr. For additional information, please contact us at the following address.

Kangwon Land Sustainable Growth Strategy Team
233-908 High1 Road 265, Sabuk-eup, Jeongseon-gun, Gangwon-do
www.high1.com
Tel. +82-33 -590-3276
E-mail. sustainability@high1.com
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Message from the CEO

Distinguished stakeholders,
We sincerely thank you for supporting Kangwon Land with undying love
and attention.
Thanks to your support, we went smoothly for two years after inauguration. Through the fourth Sustainability Report, we would like to report the
overall results of our management so far. Everyone working in Kangwon
Land is always striving for new challenges for sustainable growth despite
negative factors such as the global recession. Korea’s slow growth conditions are facing a long term and fast changing economic environment
both domestically and overseas. We successfully hosted an FIS Assembly
in 2012 to provide the basis for conventional businesses and through this,
we have actively started to pursue the MICE industry and achieved noticeable results after two years. Practical management policies characterized
by innovation and internal stability and devoted efforts of managers and
employees have resulted in being selected as the leading corporation in
the Asia-Pacific region for two consecutive years in the Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (DJSI). Our competency is being recognized throughout
the world. Now, Kangwon Land is about to take its second leap forward for
higher and bigger value creation based on our results together with all of
our interested parties!

With our stakeholder, Kangwon Land will continuously strive for building dreams for the future.

We are leaders when it comes to creating value for our customers with
the most sincere and best possible services with the mindset that puts
customers first and foremost. We are communicating in real time with
our customers through SNS and doing our best to become the best resort
where customers can enjoy themselves comfortably with efforts such as
reinforcing systematic service activities that provide suitable responses
according to business Divisions. We are also responding to various contents and convenience facilities by expanding parking areas, outdoor
performance venues, nature friendly trekking courses, improving resort
scenery among others. Moreover, we want to share the value of mutual
growth with our neighbors. Consequently, we regularly discuss local community’s economic, social, cultural issues with abandoned mine regions
representatives/communities in the center in order to reinforce our social role to provide fundamental solutions. We especially maintain a close
cooperative relationship with residential companies where local residents
and abandoned mines’ laborers have invested and established themselves
to create more work and support our partner companies to become a social enterprise.

We shall carry out our duties and
responsibilities as a socially responsible corporation!

We create a Green Resort where people
and nature can rest together!

Kangwon Land was established for the purpose of economic vitalization
for abandoned mine regions in in the Southern Gangwon Province in the
Republic of Korea. Our reputation as a successful sustainable local development establishment is outstanding as we create economic values by
creating a large scale integrated resort and establish an efficient management system, while also expanding social value sharing. Furthermore, we
are also striving to reduce the social side effects that come with the industry through various systemic complementary efforts, prevention activities
through campaigns and active rehabilitation activities that enables community participation through High1 Bakery and others. We are especially
complying in advance with related laws and government policies as well
as leading a fair business process to establish a transparent corporate
culture among others in order to carry out our duties and responsibilities
as a public organization.

Kangwon Land is responding in advance to various environmental issues
such as global warming, environment regulations and others. We seek
sustainable growth through environment friendly economic activities that
take nature and environment effects into account first and foremost. We
have strived to create a Green Resort where human society and nature can
coexist by minimizing harmful environmental effects within the resort and
conserve the uncontaminated natural environment of the Baekdu mountain range. These efforts have been widely recognized and we were selected as the best environment friendly golf resort in 2012. We are planning
to do our best to become a top class Green Resort and provide happiness
to people and nature by constantly pursuing company-wide environment
friendly management.

Our objective is to establish sustainable growth
by the new growth engines.

Distinguished stakeholders!

We put value sharing into practice through customer
inspiration and efforts for mutual cooperation!

Kangwon Land’s sustainable growth paradigm is based on establishing
a wholesome leisure culture and integrated resort for four seasons. For
this, we are actively pursuing the creation of a distinguished water park
that is closely connected to existing facilities to enhance the resort’s independence. Moreover, we are also continuously expanding our conventional
infrastructure and attracting large group based customers in order to expand domestic market shares. In particular, we are participating in various resort businesses both directly and indirectly, such as creating tourism clusters that connect four nearby cities and alternative businesses in
abandoned mines areas to greatly contribute in providing a foundation for
independence of abandoned mines regions and economic independence
for the areas.

We would like to sincerely thank everyone who showed interest and provided love and attention that contributed to the making of Kangwon Land
as it is today. We are constantly reminding ourselves that your sincere encouragement and support is the energy behind sustainable growth. We
would like to thank and request your unchanging trust and support.
Thank you.

September 2013
CEO of Kangwon Land
Choi Hung Jib
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Company Overview

Company Overview

Main Business Area

Kangwon Land was established on June 29th, 1998 to operate a casino and resort business as well as vitalize abandoned mines regions’ economy and enhance the national competitiveness of the tourism business
based on the “Special Act on Assistance to the Development of Abandoned Mines-Neighboring Areas”. Kangwon Land has secured the transparency and fairness in regards to development and business operations. It
maintains government level credit rating because public organizations such as the Korea Mine Reclamation
Corporation (MIRECO), which is under the responsibility of the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE), Gangwon-do Development Corporation (GDC) and municipal governments hold 51% of the shares. In
June of 2007, Kangwon Land launched the best Asia’s four season family-oriented integrated resort High1
brand thus expanding high class, modern resort facilities and turning Southern Gangwon-do into a new
touristic complex through locally connected businesses.

Kangwon Land is striving to create a total leisure culture business in High1 Resort as the main center.
Furthermore, we are creating family-oriented integrated resort for four seasons that fits international standard to build the new tourism and leisure culture.

Kangwon Land

High1 Sports

(Based on the end of December 2012)

┃ Company Overview ┃
Company Name Kangwon Land
Address

High1 Road 265, Sabuk-eup, Jeongseon-gun,
Gangwon-do

CEO

Choi Hung Jib

Founding
Principal

The casino and resort business had been
established and operated in order to increase
the economic vitalization of abandoned mine
regions and tourism businesses’ national
competitiveness based on “Special Act on
Assistance to the Development of Abandoned
Mines-Neighboring Areas”

Established

1998, June 29th

Number of
Employees

3,193

Organization

3 Divisions 12 Departments 46 Teams
and High1 Sports

Total Asset

KRW 2,906,655 million

Total Sales

KRW 1,296,191 million

Operating
Profit

KRW 404,868 million

Convention Sector

Hotel Sector

Casino Sector

Kangwon Land has established four teams
for vitalization and development of winter
sports as well as the promotion of less
participated sports such as ice hockey,
Judo, ski and ski for disabled.

Resort Sector
Golf course
Sector

Condominium
Sector

Main Brand

Ski resort
Sector

Kangwon Land’s main brand is centered on High1 Resort and composed of Kangwon Land Convention Hotel,
Kangwon Land Casino, Kangwon Land Hotel, High1 Ski, High1 C.C, High1 Hotel, Valley Condominium, and
Mountain Condominium.
High1 Sangdong Theme Park

High1 Switchback Resort

High1 Entertainment

Healing, rock condominium and
emotional recuperation theme complex

Incline railroad, rail bike and
other railroad experience resort

Game, animation, theme park and
other total complex

Kangwon Land
Social Welfare Foundation
The Kangwon Land Welfare Foundation is
contributing to the improvement of social
welfare development in the local community through various supporting businesses for bettering the quality of life in
abandoned mines regions marginalized
groups.

Main Activities of 2012
March

Signs a Memorandum for the Safety
Infrastructure Construction of
Abandoned Mines Areas

May

Wins the grand prize in Creative
Management that Made Korea Stand
Out in ‘Sustainable Management Area’
category.

Hosts 2012 International Ski
Federation Summit

July

Hosts 2012 Korea Presentation Contest

October

Wins the grand prize at the Social
Contribution Company Award of The
Korea Economic Daily

November

Kangwon Land maintained its status in the
Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (DJSI)
(First resort business in Korea to achieve this
for two consecutive years)

Kangwon Land wins the grand prize
for ‘App Award Korea 2012 App of the
Year in the Resort Category

December

Wins for the grand prize for the Korea
Idea Management Award
(Awarded twice in a row for public
corporation category)
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Sustainability Management System

Core Values

Sustainability Management Strategy

Kangwon Land has established 'Inspiration for the Customer, Vitality for the Area, Hope for Employees' as the
core values in order to reflect it on the overall management activities. Moreover, Kangwon Land is constantly
striving to provide distinguished service for the customers and progressing towards development in a joint
effort with the local community.
┃Kangwon Land’s Core Values┃

Kangwon Land has been continuously pursuing sustainable sales volume growth, reducing negative social
effects, expanding social contribution, creating a green resort and other management activities that encompass the economy society and environment. Kangwon Land’s objective is to achieve sustainable progress
through management renovation, and transparent management activities, which in turn, improves trust and
cooperation between interested parties for sustainable growth.
┃Sustainability Management Goals and Strategy┃

Completing Asia’s best four season family-oriented integrated resort
Vitality to the Area

Inspiration to the Customers

Progressing towards development
with the local community based on
communication and trust

Kangwon Land

A Resort that customers love
by providing specialized and
distinguished services

Increasing Social
Responsibility

Reinforcing management

•Strengthening our social role
as a public corporation
•Promoting a wholesome
game culture
•Actualizing environment
friendly, green management

Progressing forward with
the local community

Secure Business Viability

•Improving the company’s
•Establishing a communication •Transforming into a specialized
structure through innovation
system based on trust
luxurious resort
•Increasing the achievement
•Establishing grounds for
•Strengthening the
of the organization’s Human
mutual growth
competitiveness of casino
resource development
•Improving the quality of life in
industry
•Increasing the trustworthiness
abandoned mines regions
•Securing the new growth
through a righteousness
engines
management

Sustainability Management Advisory Committee
Hope to Employees
Great work environment that can turn employees’ dreams into reality

Management Strategy
Kangwon Land reinvented itself with new core values as 'Vision 2020' turns from the first term to the second
term. Kangwon Land is striving towards having competitiveness and autonomy based on the second core
value as the integrated resort with the potential for steady growth even after the expiry of the special law
regarding support for the development of the abandoned mines regions. Kangwon Land is concentrating
especially on developing social companies such as High1 Bakery in order for social contributions to have
greater influence in the community.
Family-oriented
integrated resort for four seasons

┃Vision 2020┃

Completion of four season family-oriented integrated resort
- Implementing the objective of attracting 10 million visitors per year Increasing Social Responsibility

Strengthening Management

Progressing with Local Community

Ensure Business Viability

┃2013 Management Goals ┃

Kangwon Land instituted a 'Sustainability Management Consultation Meeting' system and runs it in order to
review the feasibility and the possibility of continuing the Sustainability Management task and to assist in decision making. The Advisory Committee consists of economic, social, environment experts in specific areas, i.e
three to five Advisory Committee members, executive subcommittee and secretariat. Regular meetings are
being held in order to review the quarterly tasks and unscheduled meetings to review the tasks of the executive
subcommittee. Consultation meetings increase the operational efficiency by adjusting the cooperative tasks of
the Philanthropy Committee and KLACC with external members of welfare organization in advance.

Sustainability Management Consultation Meeting
Kangwon Land instated the Sustainability Management Consultation Meeting and strives to achieve continued development by closely cooperating with the CEO and Board of Directors, Planning and Coordination
Department, Sustainability Management Secretariat as the key players. As for the affiliated organizations,
such as the Social Contribution Department, the Green Tourism Department, the Sustainable Growth Department, the Righteousness management Department as well as other four sections have been assigned
to promote efficient and harmonious Sustainability Management.

Sustainability Management Pursuit System
Kangwon Land is striving to create intangible sustainable management value by basing it on external stakeholder’s social value and customer value, stockholder's value, internal stakeholder's value concerning employees and subconductors.
┃Sustainability Management Pursuit System┃

Year of New Challenges for Advancement
Pursuit of High-class Resort
•Pursuing changes to the quality of
customer service
•Creating environment friendly and
safe resort with zero accidents
•Developing the contents for a four
seasons resort

Preparing for changes in the future
environment

•Strengthening the execution of convention
business competency
•Discovering a long term power source for
growth in preparation for the future environment
•Strengthening the pride of the High1 brand
•Specializing and expanding the social
contribution business

Dignity / Trust / Changes and Innovation

Completing Asia’s best four season family-oriented integrated resort
Improving Management Structure
•Global Human resource development
(Hiring, education and other human
resources innovation)
•Expanding the principal of production
cost
•Abolishing the old habits by improving
the work methods

Strengthening the independence + Securing Competitiveness

Stakeholder
Perspective

External stakeholder value
Social value

Internal stakeholder value

Stakeholder Value Customer Value Managers and employees value Partner companies value

Suggestions regarding sustainable management value
Profit
Strategic
Point of View

Cost

•Development of
•Additional cost value
Sustainable innovative
chain effect
products
•Abolishing old habits by
•New business development
improving work methods

Risks
•Code of conduct
•Health safety
•Risk management
•Response regulations Human
resources management

Intangible
•Stakeholder
management
•Strategic social
contribution

Sustainability management
consultation meeting organization
CEO and Board of Directors

Sustainability Management
consultation meeting
Sustainability Management Secretariat
(Sustainable Growth Strategy Team)

RighteousSocial
Green
Sustainable
ness
Contribution
Tourism
Growth
management
Department Department Department
Department
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Corporate Governance

Board of Directors - Organization and Overview

Appointing Board of Directors

Organization of Board of Directors

Appointment of External Directors

Presently, Kangwon Land’s Board of Directors consists of two executive directors, five non-executive directors, three external directors who are audit members, and five external directors. All in all, there are 15
members that make up the board. The CEO also holds the position of chairman of board.

Kangwon Land decides the formation, standard of evaluation, schedule and other things regarding External Directors Candidate Recommendation Committee with Board of Directors. As for the External Directors Candidate Recommendation Committee, professionals in the relevant area who can contribute to the
company management activities are recommended to external directors and they will be elected during the
general meeting of stockholders.

┃Board of Directors / Organization and Overview┃

(Based on July, 2013)

┃Directors’ Appointment Process┃
Board of Directors
Review and Decision
Formation and
operation of External
Directors Candidate
Recommendation
Committee

<

<

Choi Hung Jib
President/CEO of Kangwon Land, Chairman of Board of Directors,
9th Vice Governor of Gangwon-do

Kim Sung Won
Executive Vice President of Kangwon Land, Chief Professional Member of
the National Assembly Secretariat Special Committee

Establishment
of the Chairman
decision,
method of and
recruitment,
detailed
evaluation
standard and
schedule

Candidate announcement and
receiving recommendation
Candidate curriculum vitae
review and interviewee
selection
Candidate review through
interview and deciding on
final candidate

External
director
candidate
notification
and announcement

Appointment
of External
Decision
of general
meeting of
stockholders

Directors

Evaluation and Compensation of the Board of Directors
A Director’s compensations are composed of basic annual income, management performance based benefit, severance pay and a special monetary reward. The total sum when it comes to a director's compensation is decided during a stockholder's general meeting in order to compensate the contribution of management achievements as well as for motivation in an appropriate fashion. The Board of Directors decides on
performance-based benefits based on an annual full-time directors' management performance.

Operation of Committee
Jang Chul Gyu

Current Chief of the
Economy Promotion Division,
Gangwon-do

Bang Yoon Bum

<

Cha Dong Rae

Current Chief of Coal Area
Promotion Division in Mine
Reclamation Corporation
(MIRECO)

<

Current Tourism Promotion
Team Leader in the Ministry of
Culture, Sports and Tourism
(MCST)

<

<

Lim Sung Hwan

<

Park Byung Chan

Current Chief of Coal Department in the Ministry of Trade,
Industry and Energy (MOTIE)

Previous Chief of the Planning and Auditing Division,
Jeongseon-gun

Executive directors
Non-executive directors
Audit members who are also external
directors

Under the Kangwon Land’s Board of Directors, there are Corporate Audit Committees, an External Directors Candidate Recommendation Committee and an Executive Directors Recommendation Committee. Kangwon Land
has placed a corporate audit committee in 2008 in accordance with Commercial Law, Article 542, Clause 11 for
internal auditing. Based on the current day, the audit committee is composed of three audit committee members
who are also external directors elected at the shareholder's general meeting. In the corporate audit committee,
they are carrying out the auditing the company’s auditing process and office work. External Directors Candidate
Recommendation Committee and Executive Directors Recommendation Committee recommend professionals
who are needed for company’s management activities as external directors and executive directors.
(Based on the 31st of December of this year)

┃Board of Directors / Current Activities┃

External directors

Number of Board of Directors’ Meetings

Previous Vice President of
the Korea Coal Corporation
(KOCOAL)

Attendance Rate of Board of Directors

Current status of stockholders

Park Soo Hoon

<

Kwon Hyuk Soo

<

<

Kwon Yong Soo

Current Chairman of Southern
Gangwon-do Alliance Prosperity Consultation Committee

Average Attendance of Board of Directors

Previous Chairman of the
Board in Korea Power
Exchange (KPX)

15
9

14

86.5%

82.2%

84.4%

2011

2012

7

7

2010

13

2011

2012

2010

2011

2012

2010

Current Stockholders and its Structure
Current Vice Major of
Taebaek City

Choi Myung Suh

<

Current Chairman of the
Board of Sabuk Scholarship
Committee

Jung Yong Gi

<

Current Chairman of the
Minorities Shareholders’ Conference of Kangwon Land

Song Jae Bum

<

Current Chairman of the
Federation of Korean Mine
Workers’ Trade Unions

Park Jong Chul

<

<

Kim Dong Chul

Current Vice Governor of
Yeongwol-gun

Based on the last week of June 2013, Kangwon Land’s total number of stocks equaled 213,940,500 stocks (issued stock, entire common stock.) Among the shareholders are the Mine Reclamation Corporation (MIRCO),
the Gangwon-do Development Corporation (GDC), Jeongseon-gun, Samcheok city, Taebaek city, Yeongwolgun including the civilian shareholders.

Civilian shareholders
Mine Reclamation Corporation (MIRECO)
G
 angwon-do Development Corporation (GDC)
Four

cities and guns
(Jeongseon-gun, Samcheok city, Taebaek
city, Yeongwol-gun)

49.0%
36.3%
6.3%
8.4%
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Risk Management

Risk management organization
President/CEO
Corporate Audit
Committee

Executive Vice President

CFO

Director of
Director of
Director
Corporate
of Safety Construction
Planning &
& Facility
&
Security
Coordination
Management
Department Department Department

Financial Risk Business Risk
Management Management

Environmental
Safety Risk
Risk
Management
Management

Risk Management System

Safety Risk Management

Organization of Risk Management
Kangwon Land is constantly surveying and strengthening the management of various risks that may occur.
In order to prevent financial risk, the corporate audit committee performs the internal audit and the external
accounting firm regularly performs external audits. The Green Environment Team manages various environment risks that may affect local natural and biological environment. The Safety Task Team rapidly responds
to natural disaster and other safety related accidents to strengthen the management and overseeing various
safety risks.

Management of Business Risk
Kangwon Land is thoroughly managing the risks with the corresponding departments. Moreover, financial
risks such as market risks, credit risks, liquidity risks, management risks and non-financial risks such as
risks pertaining to business, managers and employees, press & media, related organizations, environment
and natural disasters are defined for management. Especially, the 2020 Vision Business TF Team was put
together to anticipate potential current and future management risks. Moreover, in order to ensure the ability
to respond to changes in the external environment, mid to long term management a system was established
to complete the 'four-season family-oriented integrated resort'.
┃Definition of Business Risk┃

•Cash flow

•Market risk
•Credit risk
•Liquidity risk
•Management risk

Risk management process
Collecting information
Situation analysis

Managers and
Employees

Business (Safety)

Laws and Policies

Media and
Information

Others

•Potential customer •Managers and
•Changes in
•Media reports
related disaster
employees
government
•Personal
•Potential customer
related disasters
policies and laws
Information
related crime
•Managers and
•Trends in the
Privacy
•Potential business
employees
local community
interruptions
related corruption

•Various criminal
activities carried
out by customers
•Business
disruption or
damages by
customers

SurveillanceTeam

Emergency Planning Team

Safety Situation Team

Security Maneuver Team

•inside and outside
•Handling information
•In case of a business
•Emergency rescue in cases
surveillance of the company
collection and safety support
emergency, primary action
of terror, disaster and
premise
is carried out by the team
calamity
•In case of a national
emergency, protection of
•Restraining unfit
•Primary action when
the main facilities.
customers
accidents occur
•Resort security and
•Managing customers
•Preventing illegal
parking management
whose access to the casino
solicitation and watching
is restricted.
for illegal business
•CCTV and radio network
activities
management within the
resort

Kangwon Land is developing a rapid response system when accidents occurred and handling the emergency
situation according to the appropriate guidelines. Each area’s manager must report the dangerous situation
immediately and form a rapid response system to quickly deal with the situation.

Non-financial Risk

•Accidents related
to customer that
occurred within
the company

┃Safety Risk Management Organization and the Roles┃

Emergency Response System

Financial Risk

Financial

Kangwon Land is operating a company wide safety management system that customers can trust to provide
a safe business environment. The Surveillance Team, Safety & Security Department’s Emergency Planning
Team, Safety Management Team, Security Task-force Team form a close-knit control system for prevention
and fast response against the risks that pose a danger to business environment.

•Accidents related
to managers and
employees that
occurred during
office hours

•Senate,
•Confidential
government,
business
shareholders'
information
organization, local
and customer
groups’ activities or
information
issues that would
privacy
•Unethical act,
greatly affect the
regulation violation
•Media reports that
company
and serious
directly affect the
misdemeanor on
company
the job

┃Emergency Response System┃

An
accident
occurs

•Facilities being
destroyed or other
natural disasters
•All kinds of
accidents that
could affect
the company’s
business activities
and management

Reporting it to
related organization
and other
administrative
measures
Team Leader,
Director of
Department, Shift
Manager, Hotel
Manager and others

Second Report

Reporting to the executives

Details and actions that
were taken are reported

Executive Director of Division,
Executive Vice President, etc.

First Report
Initial emergency report

Second Report
Details and actions that
were taken are reported

Emergency response system setup
Director of Corporate Planning and
Coordination Department, Director of
Corporate Audit Department,
Public Relations Team Leader, Legal
Affairs Team Leader

Reporting
to the
President/
CEO

Operation of Accident CMS Registration Program
In 2012, a program that records accidents and incidents that occur in Kangwon Land was developed and
designated as the Casino Management System (CMS). Each accident is classified as fire, natural disaster,
and/or terror among others. Through the accident CMS registering program, more thorough analysis and
statistics is possible. Therefore, it helps to efficiently manage the data which in turn helps prevent the accident in advance.

Positioning (Guilty or not Guilty)
Scenario analysis

Forecasting (Decision based on authority or opinion)
Core decision

Forming the response policy

Risk Management Activity
Financial Risk Management
Kangwon Land’s policy is oriented toward striving for financial stability with no loan management. A Master
Plan was formed in order to minimize cash flow risks so that its stability and profitability would be increased. Moreover, in order to appropriately respond danger that could happen, Kangwon Land is classifing
financial risks as market risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, management risk among others and managing
them systematically.

Preventing Casino Money Laundering
Kangwon Land is providing basic needed policies and examples in order to operate anti-money laundering practices
based on the Law Regarding Specific Financial Exchange. Through this, we try to prevent money laundering effectively
so that the casino is not used for such purposes and procurement of public blackmail funds. Internal policy, procedures, education and the current system were established in order to efficiently carry out Suspicious Transactions
Reports (STR), Currency Transaction Reports (CTR) and customer checking responsibilities.

Case Study
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Law-abiding Management

Safety Zone certification

Management of Safety Zone and Gas Facility
Kangwon Land is continuously managing safety issues by establishing and operating a sound safety system,
facilities management, securing fire prevention facilities among others. In 2012, The Korea Safety Assessment performed the safety zone certification evaluation in the safety management system area, safety zone
fire prevention facility area, danger prevention safety facility area and other safety related areas. As a result,
we were able to acquire the safety zone certification. We are also pursuing other safety facilities renewal
and management activities. Kangwon Land prevents gas facility-related risks by carrying out the safety inspections inside the business premises according to the areas. Moreover, safety management plans are
established to secure safety such as repairing and strengthening the facilities among other various activities.
Establishing a Firefighting Safety System
Kangwon Land has built 'High1 119 Safety System' to secure firefighting and disaster prevention ability. We
are the first resort to establish 119 safety center within the resort, making it possible for rapid response when
various fire-related accidents occur and to secure fire safety system.

Internalizing Law-abiding Management
Kangwon Land is enhancing law-abiding management through acting in accordance with the laws related to
Special Act on Assistance to the Development of Abandoned Mines-Neighboring Areas, tourism promotion
law, Individual Consumption Tax Act, the National Gambling Control Commission Law and others. Moreover,
we are preemptively responding to the government policy as well.
┃Main Laws Related to Kangwon Land┃
Special Act on Assistance to the
Development of Abandoned
Mines-Neighboring Areas

Basis of the law that allow Korean
citizens to use the casino for
vitalization of Korea’s abandoned
mine region’s economy and Korean
tourism business

National Gambling Control
Commission Law

Kangwon Land’s Lawabiding management

Enacted law to effectively manage
Korea’s gambling-related businesses
and improve citizens’ welfare by
developing a wholesome leisure and
pastime industry

Risk Management for Managers and Employees
Kangwon Land consistently provides safety education in order to prevent accidents, death and other disasters
that may occur during office hours and activities related to health and safety. Moreover, we are also strengthening ethics education and internalization of ethical management to prevent serious breach of regulations,
serious accidents and other unethical acts.

External Risk Management
Kangwon Land constantly monitors the activities and issues of the senate, government, organizations related
to stockholders, and local community that may seriously affect management activities. Moreover, education
and workshops are held for the staff in order to establish a law-abiding management. We keep constant
communication with the municipal government and local community to understand their main agenda and
needs in order to reflect it on the overall management.

Activities related to Information Security
Kangwon Land has procedures regarding public sharing and viewing information in order to prevent personal information of the customers from leaking out. Customer-related information is stored in the company’s
server. Access to the customers ‘files and viewing them is strictly managed to prevent information leakage
and other related accidents. When the customer himself asks to view his/her information, s/he needs to go
through verifications, claims and other procedures. If one does not comply with the procedures, access to
the information is denied. Moreover, when information is requested by public institution’s investigation for
public good, we request a clear justification for this action. When our employees view information about the
customers, they have different access levels and only the minimum amount of customer information needed
to carry out the task is provided.

Case Study

Tourism Promotion Law

Individual Consumption Tax Act

A portion of the casino sales volume
amount, within 10% would be invested in
a tourism promotion development fund as
decided by the 'Tourism Promotion Law'
to contribute to government’s finance.

As the Individual Consumption Tax Act
had been amended and reinforced,
4% of the casino sales shall be paid as
Individual Consumption Tax and 30% of
the Individual Consumption Tax shall be
paid as an education tax.

Law-abiding Management System
Kangwon Land is operating on law-abiding management system to set the laws into management activities
and developing law-abiding management guidelines and education programs. Moreover, we are monitoring
the changes in the external environment to preemptively respond to domestic and foreign laws as well as
global trends.
┃Law-abiding Management Process┃

Kangwon
Land
Management
Activities
(Economy,
Society,
Environment)

Global
trend
analysis
of related
laws and
policies

Creating the Related
Laws into Bylaws

Judicial
Team

Composing guideline
related to law-abiding
management
Developing law-abiding
management education
program

Enforcing
the
customized
Education
for each
department

Each
businesses and
corresponding
department

Monitoring
related to
law-abiding
management

Internalization
of law-abiding
management

'High How' Hydrant
A Kangwon Land resort’s hydrant was remodeled to install a
‘High How’ hydrant. Through this, Kangwon Land’s firefighting
facility was renewed and increase customers’ awareness of the
firefighting facility. Moreover, we made the firefighting facility
friendlier by making it into a photo zone to boost its image towards everyone.

Law-abiding Management Activities
Kangwon Land provides more than four workshops and more than three education sessions per year for
business divisions and other corresponding departments to put the law-abiding management into practice. The Legal Affairs Team analyzes and takes action with the related laws, policies and global trend. This
team also develops law-abiding management guidelines and education programs to carry out the education
programs for the managers of each department. Moreover, opinions on handling issues through frequent
workshop sessions are exchanged to spread the law-abiding management to the entire company.
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•
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•

Stakeholder

•

Environmental Management

Ethical Management

Strengthening the Ethical Management System

Ethical Management Organization

Ethical Management Pursuit System
Kangwon Land’s entire managers and employees complies with the related rules and carries out social volunteerism, thrives to cooperate with customers, stockholders and the local community based on righteousness management’s fair and transparent management philosophy as well as strict and fair ethical management system in order to vitalize the local economy, maximizing customers’ happiness and management that
puts emphasis on stockholders’ profits.

Kangwon Land is the management meeting that CEO runs instead of Ethical Committee and overseeing
the ethical management’s process and putting it into practice. In the secretariat, ethical management planning and other related tasks are being managed and it is also in charge of operation and reporting of ethical
practices self-diagnosis, ethical management standard diagnosis and organizational evaluation. Audit committee is also working on establishing basic order, vitalizing the internal whistleblowing system, self-reporting
system among others. The Human Resources Team is striving to reinforce ethical disciplinary measures
enforcing standard and ethical management education. The Sustainable Growth Strategy Team is enforcing
ethical practice of the entire company and communication in an effort to internalize the ethical management.

┃Ethical Management Strategy and Pursuit System┃

Ethical Management Action Program

Cooperation and common prosperity with the stakeholders
Complying with corporate ethics and laws

Anti-corruption Policy

Completing corporation’s social volunteerism

Kangwon Land is constantly striving to establish a fair and transparent management system starting with
the Transparent Society Realization Agreement in 2006 with partner companies, the local community and
other stakeholders. Every year, all the managers and employees abide by the anti-corruption policy by signing the integrity duty pledge, among other measures. Moreover, establishing the latest CCTV system, storage
system, search function software and network system and pursuing the replacement of the pre-existing
network facilities should prevent corruption related activities and help run the anti-corruption policy system.
Local economy vitalization

Fair and transparent righteousness management

Internal Accounting Control System

Management that puts emphasis
on stakeholders’ profits

Maximizing customers’ satisfaction

Kangwon Land runs an internal accounting control system and renews it to operate a transparent and fair
audit management. Moreover, internal control for anti-money laundering is in place to prevent money laundering as well as casino money laundering prevention policy. Moreover, the department in charge is strengthening the management and developing an education program to provide education more than once in the
term for managers and employees in the company.

Whistleblowing Center
Establishment of ethical
management system
•Complying with ethical act
regulations
•Strict sanctions in case of
corruption
•Improving the
professionalism of the
internal auditors

Manager and employee’s
ethical management in
daily practice
•Enhancing ethical
management education for
managers and employees
•Increasing online as well as
offline educational programs
•Ethical management
communication

Establishing fair and
transparent transaction
•Operating by adopting
real-name system
•Strengthening reporting and
monitoring
•Diversifying and expanding
communication channels
•Transparent transaction
system with partner
companies

Expanding social
volunteerism as a public
institution
•Establishing mutual partnership
with local partner companies
•Diversifying operation and
communication channels
•Diversifying the purchase of
eco-friendly products and
developing business with SMEs,
and companies operated by
women and the disabled
•Expanding the support of
partner companies and
ethical management

┃Ethical Management Organization┃
Corporate Audit Committee

Organizing our Corporate
Ethical Management Pursuit

Law-abiding audit

Code of Ethics

Establishing basic order and
law-abiding audit

Human
Resources Team
•Enforcing the appropriate
disciplinary standards
•Enhancing ethical
management education

Sustainability
Strategy Team
•Establishing ethical
management and
monitoring

Pleasant Workplace
Management Team
•Enhancing the
corporate culture

Kangwon Land is running a whistleblowing center to prevent unethical behavior from managers and employees and to prevent accidents as well. When the report is submitted to the center, investigation by whistleblowing department takes place after going through the fact checking system. After this, the Compensation Committee decides after consideration and makes the decision to share the result. Through this system, managers
and employees and external stakeholders can report the incidents as well. This system strengthens its effectiveness through protecting whistleblower's identity and providing him/her with significant compensation.

Executing Integrity Pact
Kangwon Land is executing Integrity pact for executive directors and directors who are higher in hierarchy
than plain directors since 2006. The Supply Management Team manages various restrictions that are being carried out for directors for duty of integrity. The Contract enforcement and the policy in place during
purchases as well and having contractual commitments to partner companies prevents asking of favors and
solicitations and ensures transparency of the contractual transactions. Moreover, the Supply Management
Team, and employee in charge of ordering the purchases from the partner companies both undergo ethical
management education and integrity evaluation.

Supply Management
Team
•Fair and transparent
transactions
●
Attends the self-cleansing mass rally

●
Opens the ceremony of High1 Ethical School
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Stakeholder Participation and Importance Evaluation
Kangwon Land’s Stakeholder

Internal and external stakeholder communication
Internal and external stakeholder
Related Organization
Communication Channel

Chapter 7•Measures Taken Against Violating Code of Ethics
Chapter 8•Supplementary Rules
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Chapter 5•Creating Healthy Work Environment
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Chapter 4•Creating Fair Work Environment
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Chapter 2•Responsibility and Duties towards Country and the Society
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Kangwon Land has placed its Code of Ethics in place based on the principles of local
economy vitalization, maximizing customer satisfaction, management centered on
stockholder profit, fair and transparent righteousness management philosophy for the
purpose of carrying out law and corporate ethics and carrying out the appropriate corporate activities to do the part in social volunteerism for coexistence and mutual benefit
for customers and stakeholders, for company’s managers and employees to uphold and
to be carried out.
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Kangwon Land operates a professional counseling center regarding the prevention of potential sexual harassment that could result from to the lack of sense of awareness on the managers and employees’ part and to establish a healthy working environment. In the counseling center, professionals and sexual counseling-related
counselors in charge of the department are doing their jobs and carry out the education in regular basis in
efforts to foster more professionals and to increase effectiveness and professionalism of the counseling.
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An Ethical practice program: ‘High Clean,’ is in place for managers and employees to exchange ethical ideas
on practices. Moreover, the ‘Ethics Practice Q&A' Program that teaches different cases and ways to handle
given situations is being run in order for managers and employees to learn how to handle potential ethical
dilemmas during work in a simple and fun way. The Sense of ethics is constantly being renewed by running
ethics self-evaluation programs for managers and employees’ education regarding their sense of ethics and
ways to check on it. Moreover, High1 Ethics School opened in 2012 to teach the importance of law-abiding
management, examples of law violations, Kangwon Land Code of Ethics, special lectures on ethics and instances of investigations among others.
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Kangwon Land’s stakeholders’ selection criteria are based on figuring out the relationships that greatly influence or the ones that Kangwon Land can
influence with regard to management activities. The main stakeholders are defined as shareholders, customers, partner companies, managers and
employees, local community, government, NGOs, related organizations, institutes and media outlets.

Result of Stakeholder Survey

Importance Evaluation

Our company conducted a 2013 Internal Stakeholders Survey to collect their main concerns and opinions. The results shall be reflected in the Sustainability
Management Report. This research was conducted from Jun 4th to 14th 2013 i.e. 10 days. We shall reflect the stakeholder’s evaluations and opinions regarding the areas where improvement is in order and to be scheduled in the future Sustainability Management activities.

Economic Activities

Kangwon Land has reviewed both internal and external issues regarding management activities and set its priorities based on the interest rate analysis of
the stakeholders in order to carry out the importance evaluation. Various opinions were taken into consideration through media analysis, indirect surveys
through benchmarking excellent corporations and online surveys for stakeholders. The result of the importance evaluation is reflected in the Sustainability
Management Report to give to internal and external stakeholders.

STEP 1. Checking the Issues

Short-term
financial result
(Unit: %)

It results from stakeholders' survey that

14.8

14.0

12.6

10.9

are with the following order: short term

• Analysis of current management

financial result in management result

• Survey for the employees

creation, improvement of brand value,
stakeholder value distribution, and the
new growth engines. In management
policy, strengthening ethical management
system had a high response rate.

Social Activities

Results of the management

Improving brand value

Stakeholder value distribution

New growth engines

13.0

12.9

12.1

11.65

Results of the management

Improving brand value

New growth engines

Strengthening ethical
management system

11.9

11.7

11.1

10.2

Checking internal
issues

• Frequency analysis per issue
Stakeholder
interest rate
analysis

• Analyzing the urgency

STEP 3. Importance Evaluation

customer convenience and quality of service, great Labor & management culture,
mation security, transparent transaction

Improving customer convenience
and quality of service

Great Labor &
management culture

Customer safety management
and information security

Transparent transaction
with partner companies

High

10.9

10.9

10.2

9.7

Improving customer convenience
and quality of the service

Great Labor &
management culture

Customer safety management
and information security

Transparent transaction
with partner companies

Management policy aspect

customer safety management and infor-

Main Issues

•Result of the management
•New growth engines
•Improving the brand value
•Improving customer service and service quality
•Great Labor & management culture
•Strenghtening ethical management system
•Securing transparent exchanges with partner companies
Distribution of stakeholder value•
•Balance of work and life for managers and employees
•Safety management for the customer and information security

Management
policy
(Unit: %)

Environmental Activities

• Strategic materiality analysis
Analyzing the
effect on the
company

• Stakeholder materiality analysis

High interests were shown for improving

with partner companies.

• Benchmarking excellent corporations

STEP 2. Priority Selection

Short-term
financial result
(Unit: %)

Checking external
issues

• Interviewing the employees

Management
policy
(Unit: %)

• Media analysis

Short-term
financial result
(Unit: %)

18.4

13.3

13.1

Major Issues

12.7

Running a great business was shown the

Potential Issues

highest interest regarding short-term
financial result and management policy
related aspects and the importance of

Great Labor &
management culture

environment management system, resource saving and recycling, energy use
activities were recognized.

Energy savings related activitiest

Saving resources and recycling

Securing environment
management system

Management
policy
(Unit: %)

Short Term Financial Result

Low

Major Issues
13.8

Running a great business

13.7

Securing environment
reducing effect activities

11.7

Energy use reducing activites

11.7

Energy saving related activities

High

Potential Issues

01 Financial risk management

06 Running a great business

01 Securing environment management system

02 Fair evaluations for managers and
employees and the reward

07 Supporting local community

02 Activities regarding energy savings

06 Nature protection activities around
business areas

08 Supporting partner companies

03 Resource saving and recycling

07 Greenhouse gas management activities

03 Improving ethical management mindset

09 Social contribution activities

04 Activities that reduce environmental effects

04 Social issue and policy correspondence

10 Encouraging partner companies to have
sustainability management

05 Respecting the diversity of managers
and employees

08 Pro-environment management
expansions

05 Non-financial risk management

09 Enforcing eco-friendly related purchases

[ECONOMY]
Kangwon Land is constantly striving for the vitalization of the local community’s
economy and competitiveness of tourism business. Various businesses are in place
to share social, cultural value, not only the economic value of the local community.
Moreover, we are actively cooperating with the government policy as a public
corporation and practicing responsible management, notably through the carrying
out of preventive professional gambling addiction programs.
We are planning to actively expand the economic vitalization of the local community
and social volunteerism to contribute to the country’s and local community’s welfare.

01 Economy DMA
Leisure Sector
Hotel Sector
Casino Sector
Plan for Business Diversification
Management of Business Aftereffect
Regional Economy Vitalization and Value Distribution
Host of General Assembly of FIS
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01
Leisure Sector

Disclosure on Management Approach

Economy
Approach
Kangwon Land was established based on ‘Special Act on Assistance to the Development of Abandoned
Mines-Neighboring Areas’ to manage a casino and resort business. Kangwon Land aims to create a four
season family-oriented intergrated resort and a distinguished resort business that also involves a hotel,
a ski resort, a golf course in addition to the casino. Moreover, Kangwon Land is creating economic value
both directly and indirectly for the local community. Kangwon Land is also striving for the vitalization of the
local economy. We are proactively participating in responsible management activities, such as gambling
addiction prevention and other social activity.

Activity
Creating Kangwon Land and abandoned mine region’s future sustainable growth condition
E
 stablishing four season family-oriented integrated resort
E
 nhancing its reputation as socially contributing corporation
Implementing mutual growth with the community based on trust
O
 rganization system and guidelines re-preparation for prevention and healing business reinforcement

Condominiums

Annual event held at 2012

Kangwon Land is operating three condominiums – the Mountain condominium, the Valley condominium and
the Hill condominium. They have distinctive themes that are custom made for the customers’ needs in order
to offer specialized leisure. The Mountain condominium offers a variety of convenience facilities to customers
with their families; such as distinguished luxurious accommodations, outdoor spa, and skiing school just
to cite a few. The Valley condominium targets the younger generations and larger groups, with customized
convenience facilities. Hill condominium has convenience facilities for family unit customers can enjoy highclass leisure culture and specialized luxurious accommodations.

Kangwon Land hotel

Total of

687times
Emerald

Golf Course (High1 CC)
Kangwon Land’s golf course offers a refreshing environment that remains at a 25 degree Celsius temperature, including during summertime. Outstanding natural scenery and an impressive course layout come together beautifully as it is established in the highlands. It is a highland course that has less air resistance and
it has been built to be operated so that the balance of difficulty by holes and the courses would be maintained.

82 times
121 times
153 times
331 times

Ruby&Sapphire
J ade
Grand Ballroom
Convention hotel

Ski Resort
The Kangwon Land’s ski resort offers various courses, the starting point being the Jijang Mountain top which
is at the foot of the Baegun Mountain (1,345 m), and on the left and right, the Valley Top (1,376 m) Mountain
Hub (1,250 m). Various difficulty levels ranges from beginner to the official course for the International Ski
Federation (FIS) course. Moreover, the slope where the skiing school for the disabled can be held has opened
so that people with disabilities can enjoy skiing without minimal difficulty. We also have two slopes where the
official World Cup Ski Competition can be held. Through this, we have established the basis for the World
Cup Ski Competition for the Disabled, freestyle competitions and other competitions to be held. There are
separate training grounds for Korean athletes.

2013 Plan & Objective
Adding contents for four seasonal integrated resort during the off-season
Strengthening performance competency convention business
Expanding long term growth engines in preparation for the future environment
Expanding the application of the concept of production cost management
Specialization as a representative for addiction prevention and as a healing organization

Kangwon Land is constantly striving for the local community’s economic vitalization and competitiveness
of tourism business. Various businesses are in place to share social, cultural value not just the economical
value based on the local community. Moreover, it is actively participating with the government policy as a
public corporation and practicing responsible management by operating professional gambling addiction
prevention. It is planning to actively expand the economic vitalization of the local community and social volunteerism to contribute to country and the local community.

Customer Happiness Performance Event and Annual Event Related Business
Kangwon Land holds regular cultural events such as movie showings, local performance 'Jeongseon
Arirang', overseas performing groups to name a few. We are preparing opportunities to enhance the quality
of local community’s culture and customer satisfaction as well. It is being planned so that cultural programs
can be developed and expanded. Moreover, around 2,700 events were held in the Kangwon Land hotel and
convention hotel in 2012 and we are planning more in the near future.

Total of

2,052times
Convention Hall
Forest Room
Administrative Area (6F)
Administrative Area (5F)
Others (Board, Rose)

369 times
366 times
558 times
602 times
157 times

Regular cultural event held at 2012
(Unit: Number of performance per year)

Total of

1,464 times

Performance

local performance (Jeongseon Arirang)

Sales volume amount

KRW

(hundred million KRW)

12,962hundred million

Contribution to local government and local finances
(Million KRW)

KRW

467,385Million
467,385

12,962
13,138

12,657

2010

2011

2012

423,857

2010

389,044

2011

2012

●
Ski Resort

●
Golf Course

O
 verseas performance troupe
(Regular performance)

171 times
576 times

Movie showings

717 times
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Hotel Sector

Hotel division business pursuit system
Providing the basis for
10 million customers era

Vitalization of Convention Hotel Operation
•Strengthening the capabilities for entry
into convention market
•Successfully hosting the FIS

Maximizing Customer Creating Ability
•Service that can impress the high-class
•Developing specialized products

Establishing and Implementing the
Management System
•Improving process, creating manuals
•Programs that strengthens the
competitiveness of Human resource

Establishing Sustainability
Management System
•Products that are closely related to the
local community
•Expanding service facilities
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Casino Sector

Efforts to Provide High Quality Services
Enforcing the Activities of Exclusive Committee
Kangwon Land has improved the quality of service with the purpose of increasing customer satisfaction by
running the Service Improvement Committee once a week. It is comprised of managers from Hotel Management Team, Rooms Team, Food and Beverages 1, 2 Team and Culinary Team. There were a total of 73 services that improved in quality on 2012. Moreover, Kangwon Land is looking to diversify and increase the quality
of food and beverages by establishing the Food Material Committee for improvement of the food through
regular meeting as well as more than one cooking evaluation session semi-annually

Casino Environment Improvement and Healthiness
Kangwon Land runs its casino in an environment improvement business and mindset to remedy of the inconvenience that customers experience due to the lack of seats and to promote a wholesome game culture.
Through this, there are 80% more facilities such as 68 additional table games and 400 additional machine
games. Moreover, the Game Guide Center is located at the entrance of the casino entrance to encourage
right gaming methods and wholesome gaming experience. The casino environment improving business
contributed not only in encouraging wholesome gaming but also contributed to helping with abandoned
mines regions through an economic influencing effect by hiring 4,000 people and investing the amount of
470 billion KRW.

Business promotion system in the
casino division
Casino environment
establishment for second leap

Environment improvement of business
area and customer diversification
•Regular business area’s environment

improvement business completed

•Establishing the environment for

nationals’ area and foreigner only areas

Enhancing the Capabilities of Managers and Employees

Accident Prevention

Kangwon Land is providing language education and competency test, developing food sanitation education
manuals and education for hotel managers and employees more than once every quarter to enhance services. Moreover, job education is constantly provided to sommeliers, baristas, meat processors and others to
support managers and employees’ self-improvement.

Kangwon Land has taken measures to prevent accidents that could occur in and out of the casino by using human and material resources such as establishing a casino accident prevention system, accident prevention check-up team that carries out non-regular intersection checks and a casino inspection team that
constantly checks the casino area. Thanks to this, blind spots in the casino area are minimized and accident
prevention measures are worked on by improvement projects. Over 200 suggestions for improvements were
used to improve the system and for employee education.

Strengthening Convention Business and Renewing the Operational Business
Kangwon Land is constantly improving the production cost management process to increase the hotel Division’s business effectiveness. Moreover, the infrastructure of service improvement consists in organizing the
accommodations, purchasing equipment, storytellers for foreigners, menu evaluation session to successfully host the 2012 FIS Assembly. Especially, convention business Division is being improved by expanding the
convention facilities and hosting 14 domestic and foreign events that include 1,000 and more people such as
FIS and others.

Expanding the Services to enhance Customer Satisfaction
Providing Specialized Services
Kangwon Land organized the Hotel Product Committee to increase customer satisfaction and developed
specialized hotel room package products. As the result of this endeavor, the sales volume increased by 40%
compared to last year. Moreover, wine, flower cakes, special manchoo, traditional liquor and other private
brand products are developed and provided to the customers to increase competitiveness by specialization
of the products.

Strengthening Customer Safety and Service
Kangwon Land developed an automatic deletion program that deletes customer information that had expired
or has served its purpose to reinforce the security with respect to customer’s personal information based on
“Casino Customer Inspiration Management Guide.” Moreover, potential direct and indirect damages to the
company and the customers are prevented by establishing the basis on browsing through personal information through processes and manuals in order to safely respond to a customer’s request.

Improvement of customer service
•Introducing new game machines,
operating them and analyzing the effects
•Vitalizing the Casino Game Guide
Center’s operation
•Comp system improvement
•Providing performances that customers
can identify with

Strengthening effectiveness and
professionalism
•Vitalization of operating casino

advisory panel

•Developing and carrying out casino

employees’ education process

Accident prevention, dignity reinforcement

Effective Casino Operation System
Kangwon Land operates an advisory panel in order to keep on progressing by selecting and carrying out the
tasks that are needed for effective management. Casino advisory panel consists of advisors who are familiar
with the casino business and we seek an active and effective participation by providing projects for advisors.
Main consultations are casino related accidents in Korea and overseas as well as their solutions, reasonable
resting facilities in the casino and checking the customers’ movements, motivating employees, renewal concept for pre-existing casino area and reviewing its direction, High1 Point policy improvement, and managing
the history of casino fixture RFID among others.

Expanding Cultural Performances and Events
Kangwon Land’s performance venue Casa Cinema provides Star Burst Show, Golden Gate Show and various
complimentary cultural shows to the customers. Moreover, we plan on increasing customer satisfaction by
holding more than 100 food and beverages promotion events annually.

Mutual Growth with Local Community and Partner Companies
Kangwon Land is operating family partnership and supports the education for partner companies, managers
and employees in a constant effort to establish mutual growth process with partner companies. Moreover, we
are developing social contribution for the local community by providing coffee related education, experiencing tea ceremony among others for local teenagers and students through employees volunteering to share
their skills.

●
Casino Lobby

●
Inside the Casino

•Operating management of casino
game machines’ history
•Cross checking implemented in the
casino business area
•Enforcing external activities such as
information exchange (with similar
businesses)
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Plan for Business Diversification

Economy

Kangwon Land established an four season family-oriented integrated resort that aims to promote a wholesome leisure culture. As part of this effort, architectural plans for the Water World have been completed in
2012. The objective is for it to open in 2016. The estimated investing amount for the Water World is 167.2 billion KRW. Kangwon Land is planning so that the Water World will be a specialized and unique water park that
is connected to pre-existing facilities to be well-known throughout Korea and overseas.

Strengthening the Convention Business
In September 2011, Kangwon Land Convention Hotel successfully opened to expand the convention infrastructure. Marketing efforts such as attracting large organizations, constant reinforcement of publicity efforts to secure growth engines are under way for expansion in the domestic market. We are venturing into
the new market by introducing special treatment program for attracting large organizations, strengthening
the close relationships with organizations related to Korean tourism and participating in the professional
convention exhibitions.

•

Environmental Management

Establishment of KLACC and Operation System
Kangwon Land addressed gambling addiction through prevention methods and a healing program research
conference in May, 2001. In September 2001, the Korean Gambling Addiction Prevention Healing Center (Currently KLACC, KL Addiction Management Center) was created and we have been striving for prevention and
treatment for over 10 years. We are also constantly striving to establish three projects which are mainly addiction prevention business, addiction healing rehabilitation business, professional group cooperation and
research as a public corporation to carry out a socially responsible agenda and establish an independent
casino addiction healing system that prevents social aftereffects to become a world class professional prevention and healing center for casino addiction.
Global and professional organization for casino addiction prevention and healing
Carrying out social responsibility as a public company

Establishing an independent casino addiction healing system

Actively handling gambling addiction problems that are bound to occur within a casino framework
Prevention of social aftereffects

Regionally Connected Business
Kangwon Land is pursuing locally connected businesses in four nearby cities to create a basis for autonomy.
It is also based on the specific purpose of establishment as part of the business regarding integrated resort
for four seasons, future growth engines discovery and 'local economy vitalization. For five businesses, total
amount of 582.8 billion KRW will be invested which includes the external investment amount of 23.3 billion
KRW. It is expected that synergy effect will be in place by creating abandoned mine region tourism cluster,
strengthening resort competitiveness and contributing to the local economy vitalization among others. Kangwon Land is constantly investing in games and animations to secure contents and expanding the portfolio.
Moreover, it is also striving to secure new contents through various OSMU (One Source Multi Use) business
expansion based on the abundant resources.

Joint Venture Business
Kangwon Land is participating in increasing new stocks in Mungyeong Leisure Town located in Gyeongsangbuk-do with abandoned mine region as the center for golf course and resort business diversification. Moreover, Kangwon Land participates in resort business’ diversification and local economy’s vitalization by increasing new stocks in businesses such as Gangwon-do Yeungwol-gun’s Donggang Cistar, Chungcheongnam-do
Boryeong-city Daechon Resort, and Jeollanam-do Hwasun-gun Vario Hwasun.

Addiction prevention business

Professional group cooperation and research

KLACC is being operated in both the main counseling center and the Seoul counseling center. The centers
are staffed with addiction professionals, physicians and experts in specific professional areas such as clinical
psychology, health psychology, counseling psychology, mental health, social welfare and others. Moreover,
the advisory committee includes 13 professionals from the Medical Society, the Legal Society, the Psychology
Society, the Tourism Society, the Culture and Human Society, the Korean Leisure and Culture Society and the
Policy Research Area, which improves both effectiveness and professionalism.
┃KLACC Organization and Network ┃
Director of KLACC

Table Game Team

Korean Society for Cultural Anthropology

Secretary-general

Safety Management Team

Society for Leisure and Cultural Studies
Policy Research Area

Machine Game Team

Wholesome
game keeper

Customer Service Team

Rooms Team
Casino Bank Team

Medical Society

Advisory
Committee

Dudurim

(publicity committee member,
university student)

Legal Society
Psychology Society
Tourism Society

Counseling Area

Prevention · Promotion Area

Healing · Rehabilitation Area

Survey · Research Area

•Volunteer counseling
•Compulsory prevention
counseling
•Telephone, internet counseling
•Honorary counseling
•Casino entry self-control
counseling
•Finance and law counseling

•Establishing a prevention policy
•Operating a prevention program
•Addiction prevention education
and campaign
•Public campaign advertising
and other publicity related
activities
•Center newsletter, addiction
prevention comics and other
publications

•Establishing healing
·rehabilitation policies
•Operating and planning for
healing·rehabilitation program
•Hospital and professional
center’s treatment support
•Reintegrating society related
jobs and rehabilitation support
•Housing facilities connection

•Operating professional
Advisory Committee
•Research regarding gambling
addiction and meetings
regarding the cases
•Related organization and local
community network
•Carrying out research services
and gambling addiction research
•Held International Conference
and Symposium

Four clinics in the city

●
Convention Business

Addiction healing rehabilitation business

KLACC Organization

Security Task-force Team

●
Convention Business

Stakeholder

Management of Business Aftereffect

Water World

DongGang Cistar

•

Addiction Prevention Healing
Center (The National Gambling
Control Commission)

KLACC Related Hospitals (St. Andrea Hospital, Yongin Mental Hospital, International Gongju Hospital,
Daegu Gwag Ho Soon Hospital, Pusan Dongrae Hospital and others) and other partnering 17 hospitals
Gangwon Life Loving Consultative Group
(Gangwon Center, The National Gambling
Control Commission)

Right Bicycle Race Clinic
(Korea Sports Promotion Foundation)

•
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•
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Number of counseling sessions
(Unit: Case)

8,506
7,065

2010

2011

2012

Supporting return home(transportation fee)
Supporting amount (Thousand KRW)
Supported cases (Number of Cases)
220,740
195,480

3,258

2010

3,679

2011

209,188

3,484

2012

Customer free health check-up
Health checkup amount (Thousand KRW)
Health checkup cases (Number of Cases)
74,276

66,743
52,751

5,545

6,014

•

•

Stakeholder

Environmental Management
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•
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Hospital treatment fee support

Addiction Prevention Business
In KLACC, compulsory counseling and prevention as well as counseling with respect to adjustment are carried out. Counseling through office visits, telephone, internet and others are available. Volunteer counseling,
self-controlling visits to the casino system, emergency support for customer system and transportation fee
support for customers returning home.

7,448

Economy

Prevention Promotion
Kangwon Land has opened a counseling center in the casino entrance area for better customer access for
effective gambling addiction prevention. Through customer monitoring, we are helping more customers to
be aware of gambling addiction dangers and prevent this from happening. We provide prevention education
for the customers carried out by honorary counselors (recovering gambling addict, Kangwon Land director)
to tell people about an actual gambling survival story to provide motivation for addiction treatment. The CEO
of Kangwon Land also joins in the prevention-related promotion effort by providing counseling to customers
who seek help to take care of hardships and addresses complaints with regard to prevention and healing.
Promotions related to gambling addiction prevention are being reinforced by placing addiction prevention
slogans and comics located where customers walk by often within the casino. There are various addiction
prevention activities in place, such as online and offline public service ads to enhance the promotion and
other ways such as operating a free health checkup service, an addiction prevention academy, open competitions regarding gambling addiction awareness among others.

Addiction Healing and Rehabilitation Business
KLACC is developing and operating various alternative healing programs for gambling addicts such as hospital treatment free support among others. As for alternative healing programs, there are Finding the Seed
of Hope which is a program that helps individuals find themselves, Culture Experience Camp, Motivation
Strengthening Program, Family Healing Camp, Meditation Healing, Women Recovery Group, Self-help AntiGambling Addiction group among others. Moreover, to help recovering gambling addicts and their families,
social rehabilitation support business is in place. Free counseling and legal support helps secure their livelihood; housing is also provided. High1 Bakery business is one example of rehabilitation support business
success where recovering gambling addicts are actively participating.

5,426

Talent Contribution Program, Band of Hope
The musical ‘Where is My Dad?,’ part of the talent contribution program is made possible thanks to the
participation of recovering gambling addicts and professional actors. It helps people understand what it is
like to recover from a gambling addiction, as it is created as a result of the cooperation of former addicts and
actors together. Moreover, Kangwon Land also operates a Band of Hope program where its members are
recovering gambling addicts to minimize the effects of addiction. Kim Tae Won from the band ‘Resurrection’
is the mentor as the band practices together and performs on stage. This band participated as the opening
act of High1 Hope Concert and this helps social reintegration.

Supporting amount (Thousand KRW)
Supported cases (Number of cases)

221,975

56

KLACC runs Advisory Committees in Korea and overseas to strive for effective and professional addiction
prevention and healing. It is also cooperating with related organizations in Korea and overseas to actively hold
Symposiums and Conferences. Moreover, there are active researches regarding casino customers’ characteristics, healing and rehabilitation case studies, gambling addiction prevalence rate and awareness surveys
along with other various themes.

215,507

45

47

2010

Cooperation from Professional Groups, Research and Investigation

211,698

2011

2012

Jobs for social rehabilitation support
Supporting amount (Thousand KRW)
Supported cases (Number of cases)

26,101

Expanding Cooperative Activities with External Organizations
Kangwon Land entered into cooperation agreement with of the Gangwon Metropolitan Center of The National Gambling Control Commission to establish a cooperative system aimed at pursuing a close working
relationship through mutual information exchange. Moreover, prevention and healing activities are being pursued by cooperating with partner hospitals, local clinics, national mental health clinics and other facilities.

64,071

90
17,860

35
24

2010

2011

2012

Enforcing Research and Investigation
KLACC is preparing specific alternative plans such as researching the exact condition of casino customers,
analyzing the cases to re-prepare prevention policies, organizing the strategy for gambling addiction prevention and for mid to long term healing through research services in order to increase the impact of addiction
prevention and healing. Meanwhile, it is also actively participating in external activities such as giving presentations in seminars within Korean Psychological Association (KPA) framework, the Korean Association of
Addiction Crime (KAAC), Korean Health Psychological Association (KHPA) and gambling addiction-related
associations and organizations.

History of KLACC
2010

2011

2012

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

•Korean Gambling
•Problematic gambler •Inviting professionals •Seoul counseling
•Moves and expands
Addiction Center
and starting the
center opened
Korean Gambling
•Web page created
(Kangwon Land
Addiction Center
and online counseling counseling
•Supporting
affiliated organization) started
transportation fee for
customers returning
home started

Case Study

2006

2007

•Compulsory
counseling started
for long-term
customers
•Professional
hospital cooperation
network established

•Free health checkup
for customers and
gambling addiction
medical examination
starts

2008

2009

•Rehabilitation
•College students’
support started to
addiction prevention
society
activity organization
'Dudurim' launched

2010
•Center’s name
changes to
KLACC

2011
•Put up a large
electronic billboard
to promote
Gambling Addiction
Prevention

Enforcing Social Side Effects Prevention Efforts

Kangwon Land Social Rehabilitation Program 'High1 Bakery'

Kangwon Land has actively participated in various addiction prevention campaigns as well as rehabilitation supporting activities in order to minimize the aftereffects of the gambling industry and promote a wholesome entertainment
culture. Moreover, it has established a cooperative network with related organizations to help expand it to the national
level. In order to prevent gambling addiction, it has established a total cultural environment that attracts people’s
attention as well as gambling addiction education and counseling for customers. Kangwon Land’s efforts have been
acknowledged when it received an A Grade from the Gambling Business Monitoring Committee for efforts to create
a wholesome environment in 2012. We shall continue to reinforce and carry out policies for creating a wholesome
entertainment culture in the future.

Kangwon Land has developed an independent program and runs it in order to
carry out its role as a socially responsible company for the local community’s vitalization and the promotion of a wholesome gambling culture. This program is for
social rehabilitation of severe gambling addicts. It includes rehabilitation, counseling, teaching baking skills, financial education, business programs and others.
Recovering addicts went on business field trips, baking skill education, rehabilitation education and professional baker training program running from August 2011
to 2012 and currently in the business. The Products that they produce are being
used in Kangwon Land food businesses, employee cafeteria, marginalized groups
supporting businesses and other social welfare areas.

2012
•KMain counseling center expands
and moves to a new location
•Self-control system for casino visits
•Talent Contribution Program operated

Case Study
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Regional Economy Vitalization and Value Distribution

Abandoned Mines Region’s Economic Vitalization

High1 Point usage
(Unit: Hundred million KRW)

Casino sales volume
High1 point created *(Saving ratio)
12,555

947

11,918

860

12,131

Kangwon Land’s was established based on the Special Act on Assistance to the Development of Abandoned
Mines-Neighboring Areas in order to increase national competitiveness of the tourism industry as well as
the casino and resort business and for the abandoned mines region’s economic vitalization. Kangwon Land
is creating direct and indirect economic value through integrated resort business operations. Through this, it
is carrying out an important role in Southern Gangwon-do’s economic vitalization.

930

Contributing to Central Government and Province’s Finances
Kangwon Land is contributing to the national and regional self-governing council’s economy through the
sales volume amount, that is paying the national tax including the individual consumption tax, province tax
and abandoned mines fund.
┃Contribution to Central Government and Province’s Finances┃

Supporting Regional Community
2010

2011

2012

Central

Kangwon Land is supporting the local community by purchasing the local community’s food resources, local
business outsourcing, local usage of High1 Point, social contribution business, welfare foundation, business
donation and supporting alternate businesses for abandoned mines among others.
┃Contribution to the Regional Community┃
Outsourcing from Local Businesses

(Unit: Million KRW)

Local usage of High1 Point

Business Contribution to the Welfare Foundation

16,642

120,501
107,438

12,136

204,965

Abandoned
mines fund

124,603

138,919

National tax

115,654

115,534

120,393
Tourism fund

125,116

118,090

58,712

26,493

Individual
consumption tax

4,000

11,908

Province

155,762

6,000
5,000

97,797

(Unit: million KRW)

18,376

10,722

10,341

2010

2011

16,381

Province tax

2012

2010

2011

2012

Note) 1. Tourism fund: casino sales volume amount’s 10%, abandoned mines fund, 25% of the net profit before deduction of the corporate tax

2010

2011

2012

2010

2011

2012

2010

2011

2012

Job Creation for Local Residents
Kangwon Land is striving to support job creation for local community by hiring local residents. People who
are local to the abandoned mines region are given an additional 10% score when hiring for managers and
employees to support them.
┃Job Creation for Local Residents┃
Category

┃Value Distribution┃
Total dividend to stockholders

197,686

Gangwon Area
Abandoned mines region Other Gangwon Area

Subtotal

Other
Area

Total

1,570

440

2,010

1,183

3,193

62.9%

Supporting Companies

1,566

30

1,596

25

1,621

98.5%

Total

3,136

470

3,606

1,208

4.814

74.9%

2011

2012

(Unit: Million KRW)

176

197

32,359

31,708

2010

2011

35,479

147

153,068

2010

Salary of managers and employees

(Unit: Hundred million KRW)

184,734

Local Resident Hiring
Rate in the Kangwon Area

Kangwon Land

Social contribution cost

(Unit: Million KRW)

(Unit: Million KRW)

Job creation for local residents (Based on the end of December 2012)

Case Study

2. Changes after 2012: Individual consumption tax 4%, abandoned mines 5% increase

2010

2011

2012

Local Usage System Operation of High1 Point

Supporting the Partner Companies to Change into Social Corporations

High1 Point Comp (Comp: Complimentary) is provided by the casino operator to win customer loyalty. This is given
to the participating customers to be used for accommodations, meals and services. High1 point was only allowed
to be used within the resort’s business areas but currently, it has been expanded to be used in the four cities of the
abandoned mines regions. Services could be used starting from 2004 for local community’s vitalization and customer
convenience. After it started, a total of 77.9 billion KRW was introduced into the local economy for its vitalization. By
2012, 16.6 billion KRW was been used in 786 local members which totals to 2,524 stores. Local usage of High1 Point
is unique throughout the world that greatly contributes to the local economy’s vitalization and customer convenience.
We are making an effort for system renewal to reduce its side effects and also for purification efforts together with
the local economy.

Kangwon Land supports partner companies in their endeavor
to become social enterprises. We are pursuing social enterprise
certification by providing consultation for corporations and customized education provided by the Korea Social Enterprise Promotion Agency for partner companies’ CEO and the employees;
and increasing the understanding regarding the social enterprise
concept to change mindsets. Moreover, the contract system for
social enterprise is organized by establishing grounds for private
contracts and new regulations for special policies.

2012

Signing the social cooperation support MOU

Case Study
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Host of General Assembly of FIS

FIS Business

Kangwon Land’s pursuit MICE
Kangwon Land where rest and
MICE coexists

Strengthening the
sales promotion for
securing the hist title
for the assembly

Spreading the
recognition of High1
convention

Successfully hosts 2012 FIS Assembly
MICE(Meeting, Incentive, Convention, Exhibition)

FISAssembly support committee
organization
Director of Corporate
Planning & Coordination Department
Head of FIS Assembly Preparation TF Team

Hotel
Support
Team

Rooms
Team

Culinary
Team

Food and
Beverage
Team

Facility
Management
Team

Banquet
Team

Emergency
Planning
Team

Kangwon Land secured the chance to make High1 brand known by successfully making use of the fact that it
hosted the 2012 FIS Assembly; which in turn increased the awareness of High1 convention and with marketing overseas carried out together with Gangwon-do. Moreover, an organic system that can manage various
leisure facilities and expand different types of contents that the international assembly participants can use
was put in place. Through this, Kangwon Land’s MICE (Meeting, Incentive, Convention and Exhibition) business will be actively pursued to create a Kangwon Land where rest and MICE coexist.
FIS (International Ski Federation) Assembly
FIS organizes this assembly and seminar where all decisions pertaining to rules with regard to skiing and
snowboarding, the selection of the venue where the WSC (World Ski Championship) is to be held and all the
rules and preparations that are needed for the event are discussed and negotiated by each representative of
the ski committees.
FIS Assembly Support Committee Organized
Kangwon Land has established the FIS Assembly Support Committee in November 2011 to prepare for the
FIS Assembly. This was to create preparation system that involves the whole company for first large scaled
international conference '2012 FIS Assembly' to be successful at High1 Resort which will ensure smooth
preparation and successful progress of the FIS Assembly. Preparation and support was carried out without
any confusion.
Operation of FIS Assembly Support Situation Room
Kangwon Land carried out several tasks in each department to provide good services for foreign participants
during the period when the assembly is held. A Response system was established so that fast response
would be provided for unexpected situations. This is the company-wide ‘Total Situation Room' built in place as
the response system. Moreover, communication channels were established with Gangwon-do, Pyeongchang
Winter Olympics Committee, police, firefighting facilities and other related external organizations to respond
to the participants’ safety issues and smooth response to emergency situations.

Banquet

hall
Scenic event

Hosting the Event and Future Plan
Kangwon Land had successfully carried out the event by thoroughly rehearsing and preparing prior to the
actual welcoming event, sending off airport transportation, subsidiary and touristic events, Kangwon Land
buffet and more during the FIS event. Later on, a Convention Support Team will be organized within the
Tourism Marketing Business Headquarters to strive for hosting other international assemblies. We aim to
promote the High1 brand by making use of the awareness of the High1 convention secured by successfully
hosting the 2012 FIS Assembly and overseas venue marketing connected with Gangwon-do.

Korean traditional Hanbok event
at Unamjeong

t
Calligraphy even

Process of Securing FIS Assembly
2008. 5.
•Attended the 46th
FIS Congress

2008. 6.
•Held the 2012
FIS General
Conference

2008. 7.
•Sent out the FIS
host application
letter

2008. 9.
•High1 Resort
Facility Inspection
•FIS Autumn
Meeting

2008.11.

Tour of promotional booth

•Confirmation
that High1 is the
host of 2012 FIS
Assembly

Chairman Gian-Franco Kasper

ent
Tea ceremony ev
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[ S TA K E H O L D E R ]
Kangwon Land established the vision of “Actualization of In-depth
Local Social Contribution” and is working towards the fundamental
solution with regard to economic problems along with being concerned
about pending issues that stem from the vulnerability of cultural
and social factors. Kangwon Land is also continuing to increase the
responsibilities and the role for the development of local society.

02 Customer-centered Management DMA
03 Sharing the Values Centered Around Coexistence DMA
04 Efforts for the Realization of Mutual Growth DMA
05 Source of Management Activities DMA
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★ Customer-centered Management ★ Sharing the Values Centered Around Coexistence ★
★ Efforts for the Realization of Mutual Growth ★ Source of Management Activities ★

02
Disclosure on Management Approach

Customer-centered Management

Customer-centered Management

Approach
Kangwon Land is striving for the maximization of customer satisfaction based on the High1 Way and considers best service and customers as the very first priority. Customers are the stakeholders and come first
when it comes to Kangwon Land’s management activities. We are constantly striving towards outstanding
communication and enhancing customer satisfaction. Kangwon Land has three mid to long term goals
which consist in increasing customer satisfaction, establishing distinguished service culture, and establishing a CS corporate culture system. Based on these criteria, CS Vision 2015 was established and we are
doing our best to always manage the facilities taking first and foremost the customers’ needs and desires
into account, see the things from their prospective and provide corresponding services to accommodate
customers and go beyond their expectations

Activity

CS Vision
Kangwon Land is striving for maximization of customer happiness by providing best customized services in
the hotel, leisure and casino and tourism business. To achieve this, we consider the customer’s convenience
the top priority. After establishing CS VISION in 2006, we pursued mid to long term goal of building constant
customer satisfaction and service culture. By October 2013, we will launch the pre-existing VOC System after
strengthening the CS in order to get one step closer to customer satisfaction. Moreover, we are striving to
increase service and quality satisfaction that reflects the customers’ needs by enforcing the service education system, creating a CS result evaluation system, developing the CS spirit through CS leader activities.
┃CS VISION 2015┃

E
 nforcing the exclusive marketing management department and activities related to convention
marketing competitiveness
S
 trategic external alliances and related marketing
O
 perating official SNS for High1 Resort
Implementing various events for customer satisfaction and promotion efforts
Developing the products for retaining family units and senior customers

Increasing Customer Satisfaction

Customer-oriented management
Customer satisfaction

2013 Plan & Objective
Marketing for reinforcement of brand value
Expanding marketing activities for setting a basis regarding convention and attracting big scale events
Enforcing companywide integrated marketing functions
Enforcing retention of family units and senior customers and mobile marketing efforts

Kangwon Land is striving for maximization of customer satisfaction based on the sincerity that characterizes
outstanding service and putting the customers first. Improved services and products are provided; which
reflects that we have various service education and reinforced VOC system for better communication with the
customers. We will actualize customer satisfaction management by always listening to customers’ opinions
and reflect them in facilities management to provide customized services for the customers.

Service Quality Satisfaction Score

(Score)

81

Education expense for increasing customer satisfaction
(Thousand KRW)

34,690thousand KRW

110,517
73

Establishing a Distinguished Service Culture

CS Organization vitalization
CS culture

Customer Communication and Management
Kangwon Land has established various communication channels in order to operate the facilities and provide
customer oriented services. We are expanding and operating seven SNS channels such as the Customer
Satisfaction Center, the facility guide leaflets, the casino game guide as well as a blog, facebook and mobile
app. Through these activities, we reflect the customers’ opinions, which we collected in order to reflect them in
the management activities to increase the customers’ satisfaction that make use of Kangwon Land facilities.

81

We are striving for a win-win relationship between customers and Kangwon Land that provides the services
on the one hand, and customers that consume the services on the other hand, and accomplishing this involves enhancing close communication and managing it efficiently and strategically. Kangwon Land will open
a new VOC system in October 2013 in order to provide break down the customers’ opinion and create more
diverse channels as point of contact to provide the services that customers really want.

25,423
2011

2012

2010

Current 2012 VOC

┃VOC Processing System┃

81

customer

34,690

2010

We are the best cultural and
tourism corporation in Korea and
we maximize our satisfaction by
customers’ ultimate experience.

Establishing CS Organization System

Establishing CS Academy
CS Education system

VOC Processing System

Performance

score

Ultimate Customer
Experience

2011

2012

Suggestions

937Cases

Total

Customers suggestion about
Kangwon Land service and management

Step1. Collect

Step2. Classify/
Handle

Step3. Analyze/
Manage

Step4. Share/
Activity

Obtaining the
VOC

Classify and
handle according
to the VOC

Take care of VOC
or make it into
a task

Reflect it on
management
activities

Feedback
Complaint
Suggestion
Complaint
Inquiry

64 Cases
146 Cases
227 Cases
500 Cases
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Result of Customer Satisfaction Survey
100
Excellent

81

80

81

73

Ordinary
60

40
Insufficient
20

0

2010

2011

2012

Conducting Customer Satisfaction Inquiries
Kangwon Land strives to increase the customer satisfaction with the services provided as a public company
by investigating the customer satisfaction rate. To achieve this, we implement an internal diagnosis carried
out by a professional organization every year. Results from four customer satisfaction index, consisting in
product quality, delivery quality, environment quality, and social quality will be used as a basic foundation to
resolve priority issues, such as improving the facilities used by customers, establishing various subsidiary facilities among other measures so that customer satisfaction is improved by providing distinguished services.
Areas that need improvement, need which was confirmed by customer satisfaction surveys will be improved
through services that meet the customers’ voice and needs as well as activities related to CS and continuous management which in turn, improves the quality of the services provided to the customers. There were
suggestions that there is a need for a point of contact between the customers and Kangwon Land, enforcing
the distinguished features of the facilities and the need for specialized events in 2012 customer satisfaction
survey. These will be reflected in the management activities of 2013.
┃Customer Satisfaction Investigation Process┃

Step. 01

Step. 02

Step. 03

Environment analysis and
anticipated monitoring

Pre-workshop
(Investigation, planning and
figuring out the main issues)

Internal (ICSI), external (CSI)
investigation and monitoring, FGI

Step. 06

Step. 05

Step. 04

Sharing it with the company and
seeking consensus

Analyze the result of the research
and post-workshop
(Figuring out the main issues)

Partner Company monitoring

Enhancing Customer Communication
Maximizing the Customer Convenience through the Mobile App
Kangwon Land is introducing new services. With that in mind, it renewed the 'High 1 Resort' app into a
more customer and communication-oriented tool, breaking away from the pre-existing information delivery
resort apps. 'High 1 Resort' app has created the services strictly from customers’ point of view to elicit active in reaction with customers; unlike the pre-existing resort apps that simply delivered information. Some
characteristics of Kangwon Land’s app can locate a customer’s whereabouts within the resort area by using
GPS services and provide information about events happening in Kangwon Land based on the customers’
location when customer is outside of the resort. In the Map Talk category, customers can leave feedback
regarding the facilities, chat and share information. Moreover, additional customized service that shows the
location of parking space, shuttle bus stop and other locations is also provided as it is crucial to take into
consideration that Kangwon Land area is widely spread out and that there are a lot of facilities. Outstanding
efforts for information sharing and mutual communication were acknowledged and it won App of the Year in
2012’s App Award Korea.

Created High1 Service Quality Index (SQI)
Kangwon Land is increasing the services that involve a have point of contact with customers such as extended condominiums, newly opened convention hotel, High1 Plaza among others services. The goal here is to
increase the service level, carry out efficient services and actualize customer satisfaction management with
the increased point of contact. High1 Service Quality Index (SQI) was established on 2008 where evaluations
can be measured. Service monitoring standards and the standard for employees that provide outstanding
services were established also.
Annual CS Education Attendance
(Unit: persons)

Operating CS Leader
2,250

387

2010

Kangwon Land is operating the CS leader group comprised of 23 service managers from hotel, casino, resort and other areas that have contact with the customers. CS leader is putting together a CS manual that
includes current propagation education related to CS, SQI, coaching manual and others so that they can be
the mentor and educate others on know-hows related to CS.

●
Won 2012 App Award / ‘App of the Year’

●
High1 Resort App

Increasing Customer Communication through SNS
Kangwon Land is making use of the SNS, such as Twitter, Facebook, and blogs in order to maintain constant
communication with customers and to allow for mutual communication. Through this, Kangwon Land’s
business and news are rapidly delivered to the customers and customers’ instant responses and feedbacks
are taken into account to improve customer service.
┃Kangwon Land SNS┃

379

2011

2012

CS Leader Activity Result
Casino
Resort

45 Cases
38 Cases

●
CS Leader activities

●
CS Leader activities

●
High1 Twitter

●
High1 Facebook

●
High1 CSR blog

●
High1 blog

https://twitter.com/high1story

https://www.facebook.com/high1forcs

http://blog.naver.com/high1forcs

http://blog.naver.com/high1cs
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03
Disclosure on Management Approach

Sharing the Values Centered Around Coexistence

Sharing the Values Centered Around Coexistence

Approach
Kangwon Land is expanding its roles and responsibilities with respect to the local community’s development by gathering together in a joint effort to deal with the pending economic, cultural and social issues
in the local area as abandoned mines regions and setting these issues in the center of their thoughts and
efforts. Various activities are being carried out in order to actualize the vision of 'providing social contributions for the local area’. Kangwon Land is striving to contribute to increasing the quality of community
life as part of the local community. Close knit cooperation and effectiveness is heightened by Local Area
Cooperation Team, High1 Social Volunteer Group, and Kangwon Land Welfare Foundation around Social
Contribution Committee.

Activity
 ursuing abandoned mines region’s education on environment to improve Human resource and future
P
business development
Pursuing abandoned mines region’s rehabilitation business through society’s economic vitalization
Increasing welfare for abandoned mines regions and vitalization of the support groups
Carrying out area monitoring support after follow-up management

Social Contribution Activity System

(Unit : hundred million KRW)

Mission & Vision
Kangwon Land is carrying out the social contributions based on the vision of 'actualizing the community
based social contribution' and the basis of Kangwon Land’s establishment. For this, we strive for the local
community’s happiness and continuous progress which is more than just donations and sharing. High1 Resort’s social volunteerism is being reinforced and constantly expanding by establishing the sharing culture
for managers and employees and by fostering the core social contribution business. High1 Resort seeks to
contribute to the local community and the nation’s development as the corporate citizen by seeking the hopes
and alternatives for the happy future.

Kangwon Land is striving to contribute to increasing the quality of life for the local community under the
slogan 'Spring of Hope, Forest of Hope' through community based social contribution activities. Kangwon
Land Welfare Foundation and Social Volunteer Groups are carrying out their responsibilities to actualize the
social contribution business strategy around Social Contribution Committee. Kangwon Land’s roles will be
reinforced for continuous growth of the local community.

Total

1,356
hundred million KRW

* This is an accumulated amount from 2000 until 2012.

Pursuit Strategy
Vision

Goal of Social Contribution

Settling community based
social contribution model

Strategy social contribution
that creates hope and
future value

•Setting a community based social
contribution model
•Pursuing education · culture and local
rehabilitation business
•Social contribution activities together with
managers and employees
•Stepping forward as a representative
corporation with community based social
contributions

Reinforcement of social contribution
business according to the sector
(2008~2012, Unit : hundred million KRW)

Total

787
hundred million KRW

┃Roadmap for Social Contribution Activity System┃
2016~2020 Stabilization

2013~2015 Diffusion

2012 Reorganization

Establishing Sustainability
Management System related
to the business

Spreading main social
contribution activities nationwide
and branding them

Reorganization of the social
contribution system by selecting
and concentrating

Education and Scholarship
Sharing culture
Local vitality
Others
Local Welfare (Welfare Foundation)
Cooperation with Local Communities

Social Contribution Strategy

CEO

Philanthropy
Committee

┃2012 Strategy for Social Contribution┃

Performance

Social Contribution
Committee Secretariat

Social contribution amount compared to net profit

5.75%

(%)

Social Volunteer Group’s average volunteering hours (Hours)

19.7hours
5.75
19.7

20.8

19.7

Social Contribution Business

Education and scholarship business
Culture and art business•
Local rehabilitation business•
Other supporting businesses•
•

Kangwon Land Welfare Foundation

Spring of Hope,
Forest of Hope

4.67

•Pneumoconiosis support
business
•Children’s welfare business
•Livelihood stabilization support
business
•Welfare support business
•Sponsor business

3.88
2011

2012

2010

2011

205 (26%)
125 (15%)
78 (9.9%)
65 (8%)
235 (29%)
79 (10%)

Organization chart of pursuing social
contribution

Kangwon Land has selected education and scholarship business and local rehabilitation business as the
main businesses for 2012. Our main aim is to create business brand as a social contribution business. Moreover, Social Volunteer Groups and Welfare Foundation activities were reinforced to establish sharing group
culture with volunteer social work and voluntary donations by managers and employees.

2010

748
608

Kangwon Land
Welfare Foundation

┃Vision for Social Contribution┃

2013 Plan & Objective
Establishing the appropriate infrastructure to improve education regarding the environment in the
abandoned mines regions.
S
 upporting and expanding the certification of High1 Bakery as a social enterprise
E
 stablishing and supporting the High1 Hope Foundation’s stable management system
E
 xpanding mutual exchanges by developing external networks

Total amount of Kangwon Land social
contribution

2012

High1 Resort Social Volunteer Group

•Team Volunteer Group, Family Volunteer Group,
Theme Volunteer Group (84 Teams in total)
•Sharing talents, Sponsoring activities

Internal Committee
Members
CEO, Managing Director,
Director in Charge
External Committee
Members
Scholar Area,
Citizen Group, Social
contribution area and
others

- Supporting the operation of
the Philanthropy Committee
- Pursuing core social
contribution business
- Operating High1 Social
Volunteer Organization

Local Area
Support Team

Kangwon
Land Welfare
Foundation

High1 Resort
Social Volunteer
Group
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Annual history of High1 expeditions
Classification

Target Country

Number of Personnel

2005

Italy, Switzerland,
France, Great Britain

68

2006

Italy, Switzerland,
France, Great Britain

74

2007

Italy, Switzerland, France,
Great Britain, Germany

60

2008

Japan, Singapore, New
Zealand

54

2010

France, Great Britain

60

2011

Italy, France

60

2012

Italy, France, Great
Britain, Germany

Total

60
436

* Did not take place in 2009 due to the flu

Chronological community business
Year

Promotion Business

2011

Souvenir Business Group, Imagination
Chocolate, Sharing Joint Market

2012

Donggang Woori Gangjung, Village
Energy Workshop, Angyeong dari Mine
Culture Countryside, Ari Ari Forest

Current Status of Main Pursuit Areas
Social Contribution Business
High1 Expedition
High1 Expedition is a global training program that offers overseas cultural experience for young people who
risk being excluded from the cultural experience due to their location in four of the Southern Gangwon’s abandoned mines area cities. High1 Expedition gets to experience various cultural facilities and visit advanced
business areas. Aside from this, they get to host the orientation, research activities, result reporting session
and other training program process. These diverse processes serve as an opportunity to young people so that
they may foster independence, sense of self and broader mindset to help them become the next global leader.

Kangwon Land Welfare Foundation
Kangwon Land established the Kangwon Land Welfare Foundation in order to recognize the increase of quality of
life for local residents as social volunteerism and to actively pursue the abandoned mines region’s economic vitalization. The Kangwon Land Welfare Foundation’s main business is to help pneumoconiosis victims, low income elderly people, disabled people, children and other marginalized groups’ achieve welfare and access the local community’s social welfare infrastructure. To accomplish this mission, support business is in place with private groups.

Pneumoconiosis Support Business
We are striving to help the low income pneumoconiosis victims’ with their livelihood and improve and support
their healthy lives in many ways. We are supporting the dental prosthesis business, expensive medical bills
and house fixing for warmer winters. We shall manage things in the future to develop it into constant business efforts for the victims.

Community Business
Kangwon Land has adopted a 'Community Business' method to support the local community’s independence
and economic vitalization. Community business is to use the area’s resources for business purposes, and
subsequently returning the profits to the area. Aside from local resources, it also invests in the area’s human
capital and assets through by utilizing the local residents’ skills and knowledge. Through community business,
it increases the effectiveness of the resources usage and help form the bond between the local residents to
assist with the abandoned mine region’s economic vitalization and good cycle for the local community.

Marginalized Groups’ Health Foster Business

┃Main Community Business by Divisions┃

Livelihood Stabilization Support Business

Souvenir
Business
Group

•Mine souvenir character, design developed
(12 types/sales in small volumes)
•Area production and selling by resident system
are establishing
•Business area is expanding to sell silver glass,
wild flowers, and Arirang souvenirs

•Chocolate education and product development
•Gohan market union cooperation and pursued
Imagination as common business venture
Chocolate •Customer rest area for the Gohan market
secured and remodeling is underway

Sharing
Joint
Market

•Direct trade of farming products for a win-win
situation for both buyers and sellers
•Creating business by basing it on company’s
support business 'mines area’s resident
business (Total of 150 million KRW in 3 years)

Donggang
•Producing and selling Gangjung by using the
Woori
locally produced grains and native grass
Gangjung
Village
Energy
Workshop

Ari Ari
Forest

•Ready made articles tuning and creating energy
efficient fire places, fan heaters
•Skill research & development and energy ·
biology · environment education program

•Running a children’s forest experience program
•Subsidiary business (renting out trekking shoes,
well being lunch, Native grass tea and others)

•Angyeong dari Mine Culture Countryside "Cozy
Cafe" operated
Angyeong
•Tea using native grass and medicinal herbs,
dari Mine
selling processed food
Culture •Local special products, farm produce exhibits
Countryside and selling businesses, restaurant and bed and
breakfast operations

Cultural and Art Performances Held
Kangwon Land is helping Gangwon-do residents in having have various experiences and developing an open
mind and understanding by a hosting culture and art events in barren Gangwon-do where it is excluded from
culture. Pop Concerts, showing Happy Sharing Movie ‘Iron Briefcase Mr. Woosoo’ and other efforts are in place
for the Gangwon area’s disabled people, children from low income families, multicultural families and other
marginalized groups in the area to deliver a message of hope and break the unbalanced distribution of culture.
'High1 Multicultural Family Love Campaign'
'High1 Multicultural Family Love Campaign' is a public campaign that helps spread a positive mindset promoting social adaptation of women who married and settled in the Gangwon area as well as for multicultural
family. Various programs are actively operated for women who moved to the area when she got married and
children from multicultural families such as NIE (Newspaper In Education) that makes use of newspapers,
bilingual education, sports, culture art class, history and cultural field trips, understanding multicultural
class, camps that bring multicultural families together and others. High1 helps women who moved to pursue their dreams and their multicultural families to adapt to our society.

We are visiting the people who are having a hard time to carry on with their daily lives and carry out social
activities to help out with their economical and mental problems by providing welfare services. Welfare door
to door business supports the elderly who are sick in low income families, provides meals for the disabled
as support, bath services for disabled people as support and provide other customized door to door welfare
services. We also support the local residents’ health by visiting places in the abandoned mines region where
there are lacks of medical and welfare services.
We are pursuing happy workplace business for great environment and providing work for low income elderly,
disabled people, children without parents and other marginalized groups. Moreover, we help by overcoming
danger by emergency support in case of natural disaster and fire. Kangwon Land has started High1 Social
Volunteer Group in 2004 to provide specialized services and regular activities that are highly supported by
local community and the neighbors. High1 Social Volunteer Group is ‘customized·community based social
service where'participants and recepients are both satisfied.'

High1 Social Volunteer Group
Kangwon Land has started High1 Social Volunteer Group in 2004 to provide specialized services and regular
activities that are highly supported by the local community and the neighbors. The High1 Social Volunteer
Group had a vision to realized ‘customized social service which participants and recipients are both satisfied.
Also, the vision was shared with all the managers and employees and voluntary participation was encouraged to carry out the social service programs that the local community needs. Moreover, establishing the
programs that meet the needs of the local community, fostering professionalism of the coordinator who runs
and operates the Social Volunteer Group’s various activities by education, providing professional coaching
volunteer service quarterly are done in an effort to increase the quality of the volunteer services. The High1
Social Volunteer Group will draw closer to local community and neighbors by providing sincere welfare activities and not be the social service that simply provides labor and material things.
┃Activities of High1 Social Volunteer Group┃
Category

Theme
Volunteer Group
(23 Teams)

Team Volunteer
Group
(43 Teams)

Area

Main Contents

Culture Guardian

•Activities to protect important cultural assets with cooperation from private organizations
•Jeongseon Jeongamsa Temple, Samcheok Shingle Roof House, Jangneung Tomb in
Yeongwol , Taebaek Gumumso
•Wins Grand Prize for 2009 Culture Preservation Category in Gangwon Culture Heritage Day

Sharing Talent

•Teaching Judo, free health checkup, photographs for funerals, creating a small scale
elementary school yearbook
•Changing floor mats in old houses, fixing electrical facilities, free movie showing

Community-sponsoring
activity

•Social welfare facility and local children’s center offering free meals, teaching school
work and other tasks.
•Cleaning sea environment, mentoring the band and the performance, festival for the
elderly, massage service and others

Abandoned mines region’s
welfare facility affiliation

•Local social welfare system assigned by teams, regular visitation and operation of programs
•Play performance, outdoor activity support, local children’s center special activity program
and other undertakings

Pneumoconiosis, low
income elderly visit

•Being their friend, operating festival for the elderly program
•Kangwon Land Welfare Foundation cooperating with volunteer service activity for marginalized groups

Family Volunteer Kangwon Land managers and •Cultural and artistic performance, serving beverages, supporting local festivals among others
•High1 volunteer service day, volunteer activities among others
Group (18 Teams) employees and their family

Managers and employees’ volunteer
service participation
M
 anagers and employees volunteer service
participation (number of cases)
Managers and employees participation rate (%)
15,113

13,781

12,648

96.5

99.5

98.2

2010

2011

2012

Volunteer service time per person
Accumulated hours per person (h)
Average hours of service per person (h)
68,357

62,989

60,731

19.7

20.8

19.7

2010

2011

2012

Current status of High1 social service
coordinator
Number of Volunteer Groups
Number of coordinators
Number of training

84
110
2
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Kangwon Land Welfare Foundation’s
Free Oriental Medicine Camp

Happiness Charging Pops Concert was Held

Scholarship Given to Gangwon University
Law Professional Graduate School

The education program took place for 110 coordinators who lead High1 Social Volunteer Groups for
enforcing the abilities and Social Volunteer Group’s
vitalization. Ten more representative coordinators
were appointed to newly organized groups and established plans for customized social activity plans
for each team. A professional speaker was invited
to study the case of other corporations’ good social
service cases.

'Pops Concert' is a part of the High1 Resort’s social
contribution activities where culture, art and performance were planned for Gangwon local residents who
cannot experience this often. Especially, multicultural
families and marginalized groups in the area were invited to enjoy cultural and artistic programs and for
people to fight prejudice against multicultural families
and share and love as it was meaningfully intended.
This event has been held 12 times in total.

Starting from 2009, a scholarship in the amount of
one hundred million KRW is delivered every year
after an agreement was reached with Gangwon University Law Professional Graduate School to support its establishment in 2008. On the year 2012, the
scholarship was delivered to ten professional law
graduate school students.

Ju

The 'Shoes of Hope Donation Festival' is High1 Resort’s main global social contribution business that
delivers hopes and dreams to young people overseas
who are suffering from war, poverty and hard labor.
Sneakers that have message of hope and love from
around seven thousand young men and citizens were
delivered to poor young men and child laborers in
Northern Laos mountain area.

Multicultural Cooking Competition
and Inviting the Children
Two hundred people participated in multicultural
children classes, 40 people for cooking competition
so there were a total of 320 people who participated
in the multicultural children festival for togetherness of multicultural women cooking competition.
They went on a field trip to the High1 resort, experienced a traditional tea ceremony and traditional
clothing from each country to understand other
people’s cultures.

The Third High1 Resort Philanthropy
Committee Inauguration

c.

High1 Resort has inaugurated the ‘Third High1 Resort Philanthropy Committee' after holding the 34th
temporary conference on June 28th, 2012 for High1
Resort Philanthropy Committee. High1 Resort’s objective is to reconfigure the social contribution business by inaugurating the Third Philanthropy Committee and pursuing the total care education program
for development of local future Human resource and
integrated support for enforcing local rehabilitation.

De

No

Oc

Coordinator Fostering Education of High1 Social
Volunteer Group in the first half of the this year

Delivering Shoes of Hope to Laos

v.

26 medical professionals from Oriental Hospital that
belongs to Semyung University came to support
medical checkups, acupuncture, moxibustion, physical therapy treatment and provided other medical
support. Oriental medicine and emergency medicine
were provided according as prescribed. Moreover,
cultural performance, oriental tea and pack, hands
on booth were in place that received a lot of favorable
response from the local residents.

t.

The education environment is lacking in the abandoned mines region. To help high-school students
in this region foster reading, writing, debating skill
improvement as well as critical thinking and creativity boost, mentor volunteer groups from Seoul
National University came to implement various
programs like reading and debate, writing, Golden
Bell Quiz among others for active communication of
mentors and mentees.

M

Ap
2012 Seoul National University
Reading Mentor

n.

ay

r.

.
ar
M

g.

The Kangwon Land Welfare Foundation started a
dental prosthesis support business starting from
2012 for the Gangwon-do abandoned mines region’s
elderly. 228 people were selected after receiving all
the applicants. Following the check-up’s result, 4
million KRW per person was to the fullest spent on
dental prosthesis.

Au

Ju

l.

The High1 English Camp was operated to motivate and
help inspire taking and completing English studies for
90 elementary and middle pupils from the abandoned
mines regions. Everyone had a good time with the mini
Olympics and the music English program.

Dental Prosthesis Support

p.

The Second High1 English Camp

Se

Ja

Fe

n.

b.

.

Social Contributions of High1 Resort

High1 Expedition Overseas Project

A 'High1 Expedition' flew to Europe on the second
day to bring dreams and vision for young men from
the abandoned mines region. The High1 Expedition had two themes which are 'World History and
Culture' and 'Europe’s Industry'. With these two
themes, groups were divided into two sections A
and B. They traveled to France, Italy, Great Britain
and Germany for 7 days and 9 nights to experience
Europe’s culture and industry location and did the
performances that promote Korean culture.

Hosted High1 Santa Day

The High1 Social Volunteer Group dressed as Santa
and visited Taebaek Anglican Children Center to
have a pizza party with children and had a great time
on Christmas.
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Disclosure on Management Approach

Efforts for the Realization of Mutual Growth

Efforts for the Realization of Mutual Growth

Approach
Kangwon Land’s partner companies mostly provide products and services. We maintain close relationship
with residents’ companies in which local residents and laborers from the abandoned mines have invested.
Kangwon Land is contributing to the local economy’s vitalization through mutual growth principles with
partner companies. Related activities to partner companies and support system are being operated as
partner relationship for mutual growth.

Mutual Growth with Partner Companies
Kangwon Land is striving to contribute to the local community’s economic vitalization by maintaining a mutual relationship with partner companies. Balanced value distribution is established by the locally based
partner companies changing to social enterprises in particular. Moreover, we are constantly striving to share
Kangwon Land’s value by establishing a mutual cooperative relationship with partner companies and actualizing mutual growth.

Mutual Growth Pursuit System

Activity

In 2012, Kangwon Land started to manage partner companies systematically and implementing a mutual
growth strategy based on established mutual growth with the community to provide effective support for
partner companies which had been put into practice since 2013. Based on the trusting relationship with the
partner companies, financial and non financial support is provided to reinforce partner companies’ competitiveness. Welfare programs and support services are provided for managers and employees of the partner
companies.

Operating pact system with partner companies
Establishing partner companies’ fair evaluation system
Strengthening partner companies’ competitiveness
Strengthening the foundation of trust with partner companies
Advancing the partner companies’ operation process

┃Mutual Growth Pursuit System┃

2013 Plan & Objective
Making use of various communication channels with partner companies, mutual growth program development to be operated for control system improvement of partner companies
Advancing the evaluation system such as SLA (Service Level Agreement) operation and the graded
compensation system according to the results
Voluntary change to social enterprise and support for improving partner companies’ management
system to reinforce social responsibility management
Enforcing labor hiring protection for partner companies, advancement of program support for partner
companies, and encouraging partner companies’ competitiveness reinforcement

Strengthening partner
companies’ competitiveness
Improving partner companies •
management capabilities
Strengthening partner companies •
employee’s specific job competency
Enforcing partner companies service •
standards

Kangwon Land seeks mutual growth with partner companies that provide products and human capital. Various partner companies’ competitiveness reinforcement and system for mutual growth relationship was put
in place to establish a partnership for mutual growth and not just a simple support system. We support companies founded by local residents and laborers from the abandoned mines regions for the local economy’s
vitalization to achieve harmony in the community

Improving
partner companies’
competitiveness and
creating the best resort in
Asia by strengthening the
foundation of trust

Advancing partner companies’
management process
•Clarifying the authority and responsibility
of the person in charge
•Sophistication of partner companies’
management process
•Establishing partner companies’
integrated management system

Improving partner companies’ trust basis
•Establishing management standard of partner companies
•Improving service standard of partner companies
•Improving the awareness of partner companies

Mutual Growth Pursuit Organization
Performance
Local business outsourcing amount

(Million KRW)

120,501million KRW
97,797

107,438

Rate of purchasing products of small and medium businesses (%)

73.0%
120,501

67.9

73.0

Kangwon Land is a public institution that is responsible for social and policy-related demands. In order to
speed up local, partner companies’ mutual growth, a Partner Company Cooperation Team was newly established in October, 2012. As Partner Company Cooperation Team in the center, activities for each business
area are being held with partner companies for mutual growth. A mutual growth consultation group was put
in place to be the control tower when it comes to pursuing tasks that involve partner companies’ management improvement. Other tasks such as reviewing policies that involve the whole company, issue-related
response and negotiating actual tasks among others are being carried out. Every month, there is one regular
meeting and irregular meeting takes place according to the issue response.
┃Mutual Growth Pursuit Organizations┃

51.2
Mutual growth consultation group

2010

Mutual growth consultation structure

2011

2012

2010

2011

2012

Mutual growth workgroup

Casino business Division

Legal Affairs Team

Partner Company
Cooperation Team

Supply Management Team
Regional Cooperation Team

Hotel business Division

Leisure business Division

Support Management
Departments

Mutual growth task
council

Outside
professionals

Mutual growth
workgroup

Contract
management

Cooperation
management

Legal Affairs
management

Supply Management Team

Regional Cooperation Team

Legal Affairs
Team

Partner companies’ Professionals in
management
the company
Hotel Management
Team
Facility Management
Team
Emergency Planning
Team
High1 Condo Team
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Establishing Mutual Growth Relationship

Mutual Growth Support Activity

Operating Integrity Pact System with Partner Companies
Kangwon Land has established the integrity regulations and policies within the contractual framework to
prevent contract-related favors and bribing. An Electronic bidding system is being operated to ensure transparent exchanges between the Supply Management Team and the person in charge of orders as well as
related partner companies. Moreover, all interested parties are subject to integrated education regarding
ethics. Also, self-evaluation is in place to check whether various regulations have been followed to reinforce
compulsory integrity responsibilities. When unfair acts are been caught after entering into the contract, the
said companies may not bid for one month up to two years.

Establishing a Fair Evaluation System for Partner Companies
There was feedback about it being hard to provide a fair evaluation with the pre-existing evaluation system
for partner companies’ activities as it relied on the person in charge of management and that the articles in
the contract were all negative. In order to fix this and to establish a more comprehensive evaluation system,
incentives were used and evaluation articles were reinforced. Through this reinforced evaluation system, we
shall provide the necessary support so that there will be better exchanges regarding the results between
Kangwon Land and the partner companies.
┃Partner Company Evaluation System┃
Category

Content
•Common (20%), Process (40%), Result (40%)
•Detailed index that both partner companies and managing department agreed on

Evaluation Index

•Required amount evaluation (80% of the whole amount)
•Result is compared to the goal for evaluation -> S~D Five Stage Evaluation
•Minimization of manager’s subjective evaluation

Evaluation Method

Result
Compensation

Case Study

Penalty

•0.5~1% deduction from the completed amount when it is below Grade C

Incentive

•Common (Voluntary/Competitive bidding): According to the grade, additional contract amount of
0.5~1% is provided
•Competitive bidding: Contract is extended when S Grade is earned

Service Level Agreement (SLA) Established
Kangwon Land strives to advance the partner companies’ service level. Through this, partner companies’ service
level, stability, results as compared to the goal will be evaluated in grades. And by this result, either incentive or the
penalty will be provided in the established Service Level Agreement (SLA). Previously, only Kangwon Land’s managers
and employees were subject to this service evaluation but now it had been expanded to partner companies’ service
level evaluation. This is how we seek to provide consistent high quality services to the customers of Kangwon Land.
This evaluation processed by stages will also affect the decision regarding selection of future partner companies thus
constantly increasing the service level of the partner companies.
Contract

Evaluation

Pre-existing contract process

Contract

Service Range, Cost

•Task range
•Number of people
•Contract amount

Service Result Input

Service Level
Agreement

Improving Partner Companies’ Competitiveness
Kangwon Land looks to improve the partner companies’ management abilities to increase there competitiveness and gain synergy for Kangwon Land’s management activities. In order to have an effective improvement
in activities, Mutual Growth Support Team for partner companies established. Moreover, various job and
knowledge education programs are being prepared for partner companies’ employees and managers to
strengthen job-related competencies.
Work Efficiency Support
Kangwon Land is always maintaining a cooperative system with partner companies to ensure effective job
performance. When benchmarking a company in the same business, it is always done together with partner
companies to increase resort competitiveness and for the partner companies to internalize it at the same
time thus establishing a partnership that grows together. Regular meetings take place by business Divisions
such as resort, hotel, casino and others to negotiate the tasks and progress of the tasks with partner companies. Task process is shared to provide mutual feedback. And family partnership is run quarterly to take
care of the issues, suggestions and other task-related matters so that manager of the partner company can
negotiate the task-related matters with person in charge of the current task at Kangwon Land. Moreover, we
provide the equipments that are needed for the task for partner companies as well as transportation that are
specific to the need of the tasks, company cafeteria and other needs to establish an environment that will
ensure smooth operation of the task at hand.
Service and Safety Education
Kangwon Land offers service education and customer complaint prevention education to employees together with the partner companies that supplies customer services. Service education is carried out quarterly in regular education sessions and partner companies’ independent regular service education as well.
For more than one times a year, dispatch education regarding the service is provided. For quarterly term,
image making education related to greetings, facial expressions and uniforms is carried out as well as complaint prevention education and safety accident prevention education. This helps increase the employees’
service competency and retain competitiveness. Moreover, education regarding the safe usage of the facilities, know-how for repairing, safety accident prevention education is provided both regularly and irregularly
to instill the employees’ sense of safety and minimize the safety accidents.

Incentive / Penalty
Penalty

Partner companies
Result monitoring

Kangwon Land has reorganized “direction of mutual growth strategy” to establish constant and systematic
mutual growth relationship with the partner companies. By establishing a management system regarding
partner companies, it clarifies the definition of Partner Company, to ensure fair and rational partner companies evaluation. According to this, payment of wages will be fair to motivate the partner companies and
contribute to the improvement of the service level. Activities that ensure mutual growth between Kangwon
Land and partner companies will also establish a mutual growth basis with local residents and local issues
caused by dissatisfaction of partner companies will be minimized.

Comparison of Goal

Kangwon
Land

•Completed amount payment: Less
then Grade C 0.5%~1% of completed
amount will be deducted per month
(Maintain status quo)

Evaluation grade
calculated

Incentive
SLA

Promise of SLA Service
standards

•Service measurement index
•Service standard goal

Goal system
entered

Goal compared

System
automatic
calculation

SLA System

•Common (Voluntary/Competition):
Provides contract amount of
0.5%~1% according to the grade
•Competitive bidding: Contract is
extended when S Grade is earned

●
SLA system introduced / Second briefing session for partner companies

●
The Second Workshop for Establishing the Basis for Mutual Growth
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05
Disclosure on Management Approach

Source of Management Activities
Approach
Reinforcing Trust with Partner Companies
Kangwon Land manages a mutual communication system in order to establish trusting relationship with
partner companies. A mutual growth meeting is held to maintain understanding relationships where there is
a regular task-related negotiation system in use, and online and offline communication channels. Moreover,
we are planning to support the management plan that is right for the partner companies, that they may
secure clear and objective management standard. Moreover, Kangwon Land’s managers and employees’
sense of mutual growth will be improved in order for them to have a mutual growth relationship with the
partner companies by managing the support program.
Ethical Management Support for Partner Companies
Kangwon Land held a briefing session with local supply partner companies and company employees in order
to establish a cooperative and mutual growth culture and to cultivate the sense of ethics for partner companies. We were able to boost the mutual growth and cooperative mindset between the company employees
and partner companies and increase the sense of Kangwon Land’s will for ethical management.
Communication with Partner Companies
Kangwon Land has appointed communication managers for each business division, that is hotel, casino,
resort and other Divisions in order to help resolve the issues that partner companies have and to reflect the
suggestions in overall management activities. Moreover, we are striving to resolve the issues and listen to
various suggestions by holding hierarchical briefing sessions such as partner companies’ CEO briefing sessions, middle manager’s briefing sessions and employees’ briefing sessions.
Strengthening the Bonds with Partner Companies and Employee Support Service
Kangwon Land has established and currently managing various communication channels so that trusting
relationship can be maintained with partner companies. Athletic competitions held annually with partner
companies provide an opportunity for open conversation and socialization. The Best employee is chosen
and awarded during partner companies’ briefing session held once every quarter for each of the companies.
Moreover, the best employee is also awarded during the anniversary day and at the end of the year to reward
the result of the hard work for partner companies’ motivation and to maintain a close bond. Support services
for the employees of partner companies are expanding, such as offering summer recuperation centers and
athletic workout clothes during athletic competition events and sales coupon to cite a few.

Advancement of Partner Companies’ Operation Process
We protect management from potential subjective standards of managers in the partner companies by clarifying their areas of responsibility and authority and separating the contract and management task. We have
also created the manual for partner companies’ management task to advance the process in a more systematic way. Result based evaluation of the management tasks is also carried out. Moreover, we are establishing
a mutual growth system for partner companies’ management and evaluation systems and the online portal
where instant management and feedback is feasible for a productive and systematic relationship.

Kangwon Land seeks good hearted capable employees and an atmosphere where managers and employees can carry out their duties as professionals as well as understand the vision of the company and mutual
growth with the local community. Kangwon Land is doing its best to create the workplace where managers and employees will want to work in as their most important priority. We are effectively and accurately
managing the human capital through a fair human resource system and result evaluation system. Various
education programs are also in place for managers and employees to constantly improve themselves.

Activity
Respecting the diversity and human rights of managers and employees
Expansion of hiring local residents and socially marginalized people
Reinforcing the education programs to strengthen the capabilities of managers and employees
Reinforcing the managers and employees retirement support program
Operating a great workplace

2013 Plan & Objective
Job education vitalization and support by business divisions
Improving the evaluation policy to boost education related satisfaction
Ethical management education reinforcement and internalization
Reinforcing customer satisfaction service education

Kangwon Land is striving to establish a workplace where managers and employees would like to work in.
Various education programs are provided so that managers and employees can constantly develop their
capabilities. Moreover, a fair human resource and evaluation system was put in place to establish human
resource management system where managers and employees will be satisfied. Various communication
channels ensure that family-friendly management that Kangwon Land seeks to establish is being put into
practice. We shall foster capable employees that may contribute to Kangwon Land’s roles in development of
local community in various areas in the future.

Performance
Number of local employees hired

2,010persons
2,010

(Persons)

*Non-regular employment included

2,086

Education time spent per manager and employee

159hours
168

2,010

159

117

2010

●
Partner companies’ employee briefing session

●
‘One Heart’ Athletic Competition with partner companies

2011

2012

2010

2011

2012

(Hours)
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Source of Management Activities

Ideal Human Resources

Respecting the Diversity of Managers and Employees and Human Rights

Kangwon Land is competing with the world through stable management abilities and best professionals
that comprise each business divisions and effective management system. In order to foster specialized and
capable employees, our ideal capable employee aims for the best, centered on team work and has a sense
of ownership as we are a large integrated tourism business corporation with casino, hotel, ski resort, golf
course and other facilities. We seek to foster the capable employees that fit our ideal in order for them to turn
out as the professionals that seek the best in vision, strategic task, work, relationship with fellow employees
and customers in the society.
┃Kangwon Land’s Idea on Capable Employee┃

In Kangwon Land, we respect the diverse background of managers and employees and the difference of capabilities that stem from this diversity. This also increases the customers’ satisfaction that are from different
countries with different purposes of visiting Kangwon Land as is the characteristic of the tourism business.
We have four Canadians, four Japanese and four Taiwanese employees who are taking on a great role helping
us becoming a global resort. Moreover, we do not restrict employee hiring by gender and the rate of female
employees is 32.3%. We are striving to increase the female manager’s number and we will ensure equal
opportunities without gender biases in the future. Kangwon Land strictly forbids any gender bias, forced
labor, child labor, sexual harassment, and human rights violations. To be protected and prevent these, we
have established online and offline channels to manage and hold regular human rights education for all our
managers and employees.

Hiring Socially Marginalized People
Centered on Team Work

Sense of Ownership

Establish goals through
mutual respect and
cooperation

Serving the customers
and the society with pride
and love

Kangwon Land has a unique management environment where it is about the service industry management,
we are actively hiring disabled persons, patriots and veterans in order to provide more opportunities for various people in different areas. This is why we are actively hiring socially marginalized people. We are maintain
the top disabled people hiring rate in the industry that we are in by providing separate hiring process and
standard to give additional 5~10% score. We have hired 2.1% (67 people) as of 2012 standard which is slightly
less the compulsory hiring rate which is 2.5%. Moreover, we have abolished the standard regarding academic
ability and hire high school graduates. We will continue to support our employees so that they will be able to
increase their capabilities regardless of their academic background to become true professionals.

Aiming at being the Best
Be best at what they do by
patience and hard work

Hiring Capable Employees

Hiring Local Capable Employees

We strictly forbid any discrimination based on sex in our human resources management. We have an equal
number of female and male employees. We have abolished age and education restrictions to hire the person based on his or her capabilities to enforce capable employee hiring. To be more considerate to socially
marginalized people, we have special preference in hiring them. There were a total of 3,193 employees in
Kangwon Land as of the end of 2012.
┃Current State of Employees and Managers┃
Unit

2010

2011

2012

Regular employment

Classification

Number of people

2,976

2,973

2,870

Non-regular employment

Number of people

222

317

323

Human Resource Development
Human Resource Development System

┃Various New Hires┃
Classification

Unit

2010

2011

2012

New hires

Number of people

52

43

2

Women

Number of people

17

24

0

Disabled person

Number of people

2

0

0

Major in Engineering or Science

Number of people

14

1

0

Local capable employees

Number of people

46

25

0

High school graduate

Number of people

-

4

0

2010

2011

2012

32.9

33.1

32.3

┃Composed of Various Capable Employees┃
Classification
Gender equality

Kangwon Land was established for the economic vitalization of abandoned mines regions; therefore, we are
giving priority to local residents based on the Special Act on Assistance to the Development of Abandoned
Mines-Neighboring Areas and to faithfully carry out our purpose. Based on this, we are providing a 5% additional score for the local residents. Standard of local resident is as follows. They are children from parents
who died or became disabled in a mines accident, children from parents who worked in the mines for more
than 10 years, high school graduates who are from high schools located in abandoned mines regions, individuals or the parents who lived in the mines regions for more than 10 years, basic social support recipients
and their children. We are looking to provide more opportunities by widening the range.

Women managers and
employees rate among
regular employment

Unit
%

Socially marginalized person Disabled person

Number of people

60

69

67

Local manpower

Number of people

2,010

2,086

2,010

Kangwon Land’s managers and employees are educated in the company and then get hired as new employees in order to satisfy the customers’ demands with professionalism. We provide education to those
who wish to be employed as casino dealers, slot machine professionals, hotel professionals and others. We
also provide various educations each year seeking to foster good character, continued growth of professional
capabilities and leadership skills for all employees.
┃Managers and Employees’ Capability System┃

Leadership Competency

Core Competency

•Competency that are asked of current
and potential leaders so that he or she
can carry out the role of a leader well

•Competency expected from all
employees to reach our vision and
strategy

•Used in leadership fostering

•Used to spread and share the
corporate culture

•Managers and other employees with
specific titles

•For all employees

Job Specific Competency
•Competency required for individual’s
successful task completion
•Used to foster reinforcing career
professionalism or picking the right
person for a specific task
•For employees who are carrying out
the said task
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Education cost
Education cost(thousand KRW)
Education cost per person(thousand KRW)
Rate of education cost compared to labor cost (%)
2,604,327

2,034,520

791

640

636

1.29

2010

2,044,972

1.47

1.03

2011

2012

Education hours

Managers and Employees’ Education Program
Kangwon Land is providing various education programs for managers and employees who fit our idea of
capable employees and are right for the specificity of the job. In order to foster them as tourism professionals, we are operating various benchmarked programs from first class corporations overseas and we are
striving to create standardization of the services by implementing service education, CS leader capability
reinforcement education, CS company lecturer fostering education and others. We are reinforcing the professionalism of the managers and employees by managing and supporting the education programs such as
the Korean MBA and tourism graduate program process, Gangwon University Contract major process and
leadership education programs. Moreover, as globalization and thus an increase of foreign tourists are under
way, ability to speak other languages are becoming important for managers and employees as it is necessary to provide the right services for various customers. This is why Kangwon Land is managing language
education program and also supporting the capable employees to provide free masters’ program overseas
in related task area.
┃Human resource Development Program┃

Education hours(h)
Education hours per person(h)

Expansion and operation of mid to long term overseas studies

•Fostering globally capable employees and process management
by connecting with overseas education organization

553,818

507,312

159

2011

2012

117

2010

Support for self-education and
strengthening consulting function

HRD consultation group•
function’s vitalization
·Established education consulting•
channels by appointing managers
by divisions/parts

Expanding the investment for
education of foreign languages

Human Resource
Development Program

•Native speakers from English
speaking countries provide
English lectures frequently and
newly opened Japanese and
Chinese education
•Process management of fostering
English professionals for
convention management

Introduction of a New Smart Learning System

•New system of learning through smart phone
introduced for easier and more effective education

High1 Academy
Due to the Kangwon Land’s casino business area expanding, casino and related business areas will be expanded and be under management. We have established High1 Academy in order to prepare for more professionals that needs to manage future business areas and to manage fostering more advanced service providers
also to foster professionalism and heightened competitiveness of our managers and employees. Moreover,
we are expecting that producing professional employees through High1 Academy will be able to resolve the
unbalanced human resources structure that occurs due to overall aging and lack of human resources.
┃High1 Academy Education Selection Process┃
Announcement

Comissioned
/ independent
education

Hands-on practice
in the field

Rate of result evaluation

Result Evaluation

Customized
hiring

High1 academy students will be provided with customized education by professional lecturers and people
who are on the job to improve job specific competency. We will contribute to local tourism, local education’s
vitalization and economy vitalization by managing it through the use of college(s) in the area. After the education process, they will be able to select the job according to the effect of the education and in which field they
want to work. High1 Academy management looks to reinforce Kangwon Land’s competitiveness by improving the organization’s productivity through Human resource development and try to find the best possible for
the job and the actual tasks at hand.

Total number of employees (number of people)
Number of employees that received result evaluation
(number of people)

Achievement Management System
We are managing an Achievement Management System in order for Kangwon Land’s managers and employees to receive fair t evaluation according to individual efforts and results of the organization. Evaluation
system is comprised of organizational evaluation and personal evaluation. Each of the evaluations is designed so that activities within the group are able to closely affect each other.
Category

373,267

168

Retiree Support Program
Kangwon Land is currently facing an aging society and as there are heightened social interests of their
lives after retirement, we are managing training system that helps managers and employees to set up their
business or to work at other businesses. Education and counseling support is provided to people who are
interested in working after retiring through external professional consulting organization to provide commissioned education for retired life. Moreover, employees who are regular retirees are being hired again as cooks
and other professional jobs.

Senior and General Manager Position

Subject to regular competency evaluation

Junior, Senior and General Manager

Result evaluation period

2,973

2,870

629

661

672

2010

2011

2012

Contents

Subject to regular achievement evaluation

Result evaluation method

2,976

At the start of the year, individual goals for the job that will achieve department KPI is set
and individual KPI as well
In February of the following year, the department head will start to evaluate based on the
individual KPI achievement result and the results
February of the following year

Promotion Point System
Kangwon Land uses a promotion qualification test that requires minimum qualifications. We broke out of the
promotion system that focuses on long years of service in the company. Rather, individual’s results will be
connected to the organization’s results by reflecting how much the individual contributed to the result and
efforts on self-development. Moreover, work evaluation results, education results, reward and penalty are
calculated into points and managed in order to be more objective about managers and employees’ evaluation. Managers and employees who have earned beyond the regular hiring points go through evaluation by
Capable Employees Fostering Committee to select the final candidates.

Safety and Health Management of Managers and Employees
Activities for Health Improvement of Managers and Employees
We have replaced the old workout equipment in the Hambaek Welfare Center with the latest equipment for
Kangwon Land’s managers and employees. In the Taebaek Welfare Center, Yoga and workout classes are
managed to support managers and employees training their mind and body. Especially, Hambaek Welfare
Center is managing a health improvement center to provide counseling and activities that prevent musculoskeletal disease to improve the health of managers and employees.

Reinforcing the Safety of Managers and Employees
Kangwon Land has improved the safety and health related system to prevent safety-related accidents and
regularized safety checks within the business area. Moreover, a safety and health manager and on-site manager were appointed to establish business a safety and health system to prevent accidents systematically by
carrying out related activities. The safety checks are carried out weekly and monthly and also periodically
with labor management. Last year, there were 131 orders for correction, 106 guidance and advisements. And
there are working and indoor environment checks every year as well as investigation factors that may damage musculoskeletal system of managers and employees every three years. Moreover, 16 hours of education
per year were provided to 149 employees so that managers and employees may respond fast with alertness.
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Kangwon Land’s Organization Culture

Benefits Package
Classification

Detailed Contents

Self-improvement

Activity club, gymㆍlibrary management

Health
management

Medical room management, hospital
fees support, total check-up, health
improvement center management

Lesire

Family friendly

Welfare system and leisure
centers, summer vacation system
management and condominium
management
Children’s school expenses
and childcare support, daycare
management

Livelihood
guarantee

Dormitory, securing housing, money
loan, insurance for Possible Disasters,
employee ownership system, fund for
company working welfare

Working
environment

Insurance for Possible Disasters,
Mutual Aid, Communication
Organization (Grievance Committee),
Support in family events, Supporting
retired managers and employees

Respecting Human Rights Management

Workplace is where people spend most of their time throughout 24 hours of the day. This is why we have
established a ‘Happy Workplace’ business strategy to support them which include communication, harmony
and balance between work and family, vitality and hopeful future so that Kangwon Land’s employees would
find vitality and hope through work. For this to be possible, all managers and employees create an dynamic
organization culture and activities that establish a wholesome organization culture with the change agents
(CA) who are working under CEO.
┃Organization Culture Activity System┃

Hand (Communication)

Hope

Establishing Mutual Trust through
Communication

Hosting rate of labor management
conference

Wholesome Labor Management Culture

Classification
Rate of hosting (%)

Kangwon Land is striving to create a wholesome and cooperative labor management relationship by managing the communication channels between labor and management. It is also seeking to establish a productive
and rational labor-management culture in order to retain good relationship and improve rational practices
between them. There are events that include labor and management together, such as family unity festivals,
workshops, they take place regularly twice a year. As a result of our efforts, we were able to actualize negotiations without complication for 6 straight years starting on 2006. We shall lead the labor-management culture
for mutual growth as part of government’s public institution management participation and as part of the
responsibility as social enterprise where labor and management actively share and cooperate for culture of
mutual growth and understanding.

Happy Harmony between
Work and Family Life

Hot (Energy)
Establishing Work Environment
Full of Vitality

Communication to Establish Mutual Trust (Hand)
Kangwon Land seeks to establish mutual trust by vitalizing communication with managers and employees.
We have created the channel for open communication by establishing a meet up 'Talking to the CEO Over a
Drink'. There are luncheons that share organization culture and change agents’ activities with department and
team leaders and Feel & Communication relays to create the bond. Aside from this visits to encourage the
employees and partner companies who are working throughout Kangwon Land and events that increase managers and employee’s motivation such as event that cheer up employees to do well in work promotion exam.

2012
100

100

Number of people joined (number of people)
Joining rate (%)

2,358

Kangwon Land labor union was established on November 6, 2000. There are 75% of the employees who
joined the union as it was calculated on December 31st, 2012. The Labor union is comprised of chairperson,
secretariat, 21 executive committee directors (5 full time, 16 non-full time), and 46 representatives. In the
union, it is jointed by the employees who are not involved in work related interests. The employees related to
interests are the members who are higher than deputy head or belong to departments of audit, human resource, labor, safety inspection and others. We are in compliance with the law that when there are important
issues that happen regarding business division, company division, merger and others, it should be reported
to executive staff members one month before it takes place to be introduced as group negotiation item.

2,390

2,396

75.0

73.7

72.6

2010

2011

Labor Union

Happy (Happiness)

2011

100

Rate of joining labor union

Hopeful Work Life that Creates Future

HaHa! HoHo!

2010

2012

Labor management professionals
fostering education
Number of education (number of hours)
Number of education (number of cases)
156

154
139

Labor Management Conference

14

Kangwon Land has established and manages the labor management conference in order to increase welfare of the managers and employees through participation and cooperation managers and employees that
promotes company’s growth. Labor management conference is holding the meeting by classifying to negotiation, voting, and reporting matters. There are seven people comprising the conference including the labor
management representative. This meeting is held once in the quarter regularly and as issues arises for
temporary conference.

9

2010

8

2011

2012

Happy Harmony between Work and Family Life (Happy)
There are various programs and events that establish a happy workplace so that managers and employees
can understand Kangwon Land’s activities and carry out their work with pride. Education for 'Happy Workplace' is carried out when education process for department head is taking place so that managers can set a
good example. There are main issues such as management philosophy, policies, ethics school provided in the
workplace where employees come to work and leaves work. And there are various family-friendly programs
such as family visiting day and other local programs with the family to inspire love for the company to managers and employees and their families.

Establishing Work Environment Full of Vitality (Hot)
We are managing various campaigns to establish a working culture that respect each other’s capabilities.
Various methods are in place to provide vitality in the workplace and to spread the changes in effective and
fun way, such as video essay, creating UCC with managers and employees. Moreover, there are campaigns
that give out gifts such as local festival participation campaigns to encourage mutual growth activities that
Kangwon Land encourages for social volunteerism and for voluntary participation.

Hopeful Work Life that Creates Future (Hope)
We are cheering for the bright future of retired employees by providing gifts to honor their efforts in Kangwon
Land also so that managers and employees have a sense of belonging in the company and love for the company also to provide hope that they can have a better life after retirement.

Happy Tree Evaluation

May - Average of whole company
June - Average of whole company
July - Average of whole company

(Managers and employees’ satisfaction survey)
Happy Tree is the only satisfaction survey in Kangwon Land that rates the satisfaction level of
managers and employees. There are a total of 15
classifications such as laughter, communication,
compliments, group events, feedback that respects
other people’s thoughts, fun debates, respecting
diversity, growth support, mutual trust and others.
Survey is carried out every month regarding the15
classifications. Those who conduct the survey are
all the departments and teams of Kangwon Land
and all the teams and managements in Kangwon
Land such as resort, casino, gambling addiction center among others every month. Thing that
scored less in the satisfaction survey are checked
and we discuss the future improvement in order to
create better environment.

1. Laughter
15. Mutual trust

2.30

2. Communication

2.20

3. Greeting others first

14. Pride in one’s work
2.10

13. Growth support

2.00

4. Compliment
1.90

12. Wholehearted
support

1.80

5. Celebration
activity

11. Friendly facial
expression

10. Respecting diversity
9. Efforts to be nice to others

6. Group event

7. Positive feedback of other
people’s thoghts
8. Fun debates

Happy Tree evaluation result

Case Study

[ENVIRONMENT]
Kangwon Land is gifted with a unique location in fabulous natural surroundings,
the Baekdu Mountain Range. In order to minimize the environmental deterioration
through pro-environment management, Kangwon Land established a Green
Resort in pursuit of environment protection, lessening harmful effects on the
environment and constructing a pro-environment ecosystem. All the employees
in Kangwon Land are making a habit of energy saving and providing various
efforts to save energy such as expanding a highly efficient consumption system
and introducing new recyclable energy system among other measures.

06 Environmental Management DMA
Environmental Management System
Overview of Environmental Management
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06
Environmental Management System

Disclosure on Management Approach

Environmental Management
Approach
Given the fact that the corporate environment is under threat due to global warming on the one hand and
environmental regulations on the other hand, Kangwon Land is looking to protect the environment and
create company’s economic value simultaneously by responding to the changes in environment at an early
stage. We are continuously advancing towards the creation and development of a Green Resort, protecting
the environment, minimizing environmental impact and creating an environment friendly ecosystem within
the business establishments of Kangwon Land and its surrounding areas. With such efforts, we aspire to
become a first class Green Resort through the expansion of our Green Businesses.

Environmental Management System

Environmental management
organization

In order to implement its vision to minimize destruction of the environment and pursue an environmentfriendly recreation, Kangwon Land has set up three core strategies which include: building a Green Resort;
environment-friendly management and taking action against climate change; protection of the ecosystem
and biodiversity.

Energy Conservation Committee
Chairman (Executive Vice President)
Energy hunters per offices

┃Environmental Management Strategy┃

Construction & Facility
Management Department

Activity
Reducing environment and construction waste and increase recycling.
Expanding facilities using highly efficient energy
Recycling resources and waste materials
Optimization of greenhouse gas energy
Introducing support for new renewable energy
Conserving the eco-system and engaging in actions related to biodiversity

Building a Green Resort
Set up and operate an environmental •
management system
Environment-friendly construction •
Reducing waste and expanding recycling •
Build high-efficiency energy facilities •

Minimize
environmental
destruction

Protecting the Ecosystem and
Biodiversity

Construction
Management
Team

Facility
Management
Team

Green
Environment
Team

•Preservation of the ecosystem and
abiding by the Biodiversity Pact
•Education on the ecosystem
•Nature conservation activities for
customers

Environmentfriendly
construction

Modernization
of facilities

Environmental
management

2013 Plan & Objective

Sangji
University

Pursue ISO 50001 certification in Energy Management System
 ecure water resources through relocation of underground water treatment facilities and install of the
S
pipe transfer system
Environment-friendly re-modeling of the theme park.
Maintenance and improvement of Sky Load, developing ‘Forest of Healing’ at High1
Reinforcing the Management System for the Environmental Businesses including improvement of the
Business ePM (Construction Management) System and introduction of BIM Design Technology
Expanding and operating the New Renewable Energy (solar heat and wind) Facilities
Pursuing energy efficient and green building certifications
Kangwon Land’s vision consists in creating an environment-friendly business as well as minimizing its deterioration. In order to do so it has built up a Green Resort and pursuing environmental management throughout its work. In addition, all our managers and employees use energy conservation principles in their work on
a daily basis. Also, we have been expanding the use of high efficiency energy consumption facilities as well as
actively introducing the operation of new renewable energy facilities including solar and wind energy in order
to reduce energy consumption. Furthermore, within our management framework, we have invested continuous effort into protecting the environment, especially in our neighboring areas by restoring the ecosystem
and cleaning our natural assets. Lastly, it is noteworthy that the nature of our business does not release
direct air pollutants into our surrounding.

Performance
Greenhouse Gas Emissions

(tCO₂e/Year)

113,366tCO₂e/Year
101,063

Amount of Waste Recycling

(Ton)

556ton
556

113,366
392

84,647

2010

312

2011

Environmental Committee

2012

2010

Environment-Friendly Management and
Responding to Climate Changes

Green Management Implementation System
In order to meet our goals of an efficient system set-up, improvement of our or the corporate image and upgrading sustainable development index, Kangwon Land is efficiently reacting to requests from the concerned
parties on changes in customers’ leisure trends and environmental management. Thus, we are actively
complying with law and regulations which include energy goal management, disclosure of environmental
information and rights on greenhouse gas discharge. As we prepare for energy depletion, we are engaging
energy saving activities as well as building and running new renewable energy facilities.
┃Green Management Implementation System┃
Strengthening corporate image

Improving sustainability index

Responding to customer
demand

Responding to
sustainability management

Responding to law and
regulations

Responding to depletion
of energy resources

Changes in customer’s
leisure lifestyle to include
environment-friendly and
healing practices and habits

Social volunteerism, ethical
management, environment
management and request
from stakeholders

Energy goal management
and opening environmental
information and trading
discharge right for
greenhouse gas

Energy saving, cost rise
and development of new &
renewable energy

Building up system measures to efficiently comply with laws and
regulations as well as pursue sustainability management

Environmental Management Organization
2011

2012

Wild Life
Union

National
Jeongseon
Association on
Development
Sustainable
Institute
Development

•Securing water resources
•Recycling waste and resources
•Optimizing greenhouse gas energy
•Introducing new renewable energy sources
including small hydro and wind energy projects

Building an efficient system

Busan
University

Kangwon Land has set up an Energy Saving Promotion Committee in order to operate more efficiently and
change the paradigm on green management.. The Energy Saving Promotion Committee shall designate an
Energy Hunter in each team to ensure that the environment management strategies are being implemented
properly in each team. Moreover, the environmental committee shall keep on functioning even after the landscaping of the Ski Resort is completed. This will ensure not only an environment-friendly landscaping, but
further allow monitoring the protection of the ecosystem and biodiversity.

Taebaek
Forest

The Institute
for Social
Studies of
Mines Area
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Overview of Environmental Management

Building a Green Resort

Water supply usage (㎥)
Total heavy water recycled (㎥)
Percentage of heavy water recycling
per waste water generated (%)

Water Management

Kangwon Land has set up an environmental management system to achieve its vision as a Green Resort.
Our Code of Ethics includes provisions pertaining to the protection of the environment and we have set up a
policy about an environment-friendly management for our practice. Kangwon Land has put forth continuous
efforts and interest to preserve a clean environment by abiding by the related regulations on environmental
protection and has carried out various initiatives on campaigns for environmental protection. Moreover we
are equipped with necessary facilities to prevent pollution and the environment’s improvement that is managed systematically. Protecting the everyday environment in our sales area as well as offering comfortable
lives to its residents have been among our continuous efforts.

Since 2010, Kangwon Land has maintained a semi grade 1~2 level water quality by circulating clean water
from Mureung-dam to maintain water quality in the lakes within the premises. In order to secure a sound
water supply and use it more efficiently, Kangwon Land has come up with various means including setting up
related facilities. To manage its water quality, Kangwon Land is equipped with its own waste water treatment
facility and this complies with a much higher standard of regulations than required by law on the waste water
treatment facilities. Moreover, Kangwon Land is recycling its waste water for landscaping and rest rooms
following final treatment.

Kangwon Land is a corporation that runs its business over the natural environment of the region as its
touristic resources. As such, we have been providing every effort to create a Green Resort by introducing
eenvironment-friendly methods of construction to minimize any damages to the surrounding natural environments that may occur in the process of our construction work. Also Kangwon Land has been actively
introducing use of alternative energy in managing water and its construction work. We have continued to run
High-Efficiency and New Renewable Energy Facilities.

Creating an Environment-friendly Resort
Kangwon Land has restored an old abandoned mine before turning the resort into a trekking course. Furthermore, the resort’s natural environment and its surrounding areas have been restored and recreated
into various tailor made courses suitable for the customers’ physical condition. Kangwon Land offers tourist
packages as a base of its operation. 15 billion KRW have been invested to into its development and every year,
continuous effort is put into maintaining a safe trekking course and planting wild flowers.

Environment-friendly Golf Course
Kangwon Land’s efforts to minimize environmental impact and protect the ecosystem has been acknowledged in Korea as well as abroad and it was selected as the ’15 of the Most Environment-Friendly Golf
Courses’ by the 55 panelists made up of 17 media outlets, Golf Columnists, Golf Course Design and Consulting Companies, Golf Course Grass Professionals, Pro Golfers, General Advanced Golfers and Professors in
Departments related to Golfing selected by the Most Environment-Friendly Golf Course in 2013.

Introduction and Operation of High Speed E-Vehicles
In 2012, Kangwon Land has introduced a two High-Speed E-Vehicle for the first time in the resort industry.
The High-Speed E-Vehicle is being run within the complex and for short-distance business purposes. Compared with fossil fuel, it saves six million KRW per year in fuel expenses and reduces 10 tons of carbon dioxide
every year. We hope to expand the operation of such E-Vehicles to contribute to low carbon green growth and
take initiatives in creating an environment-friendly company and Green Resort.

Case Study

Water usage and recycling

Operation of the Environmental Management System

Environment-friendly Construction

High-Speed E-Vehicle

Environment Friendly Management

Four Seasons Tourism in the Nature (Tourist Gondola)
Baekwoon Mountain nearby Kangwon Land is famous for its
many wild flowers including veranum grandiflora and goosegrass. It forms the largest wild flower group in Korea. It is a ski
resort during winter but forms a lush group of wild flowers during spring, summer and fall which attract tourists throughout the
year. This enables us to minimize damage to the environment,
protect the ecosystem and also create economic value which in
turn brings about sustainable development.

1,310,364

1,319,902

1,221,190
116,565
99,054

62,388

17
13

8

Securing Water Resources and Advanced Water Purification

2010

To prepare for a long dry season due to global warming and unusual climate, Kangwon Land has reviewed
different means to secure the necessary water resources to ensure a sound supply of water for High1 Resort
and its facilities. Underground water in the neighboring areas has been reprocessed into clean water. To reduce cost and secure water resources, additional facilities have been set up to treat new underground water
along with the advanced water treatment facility.

2011

Waste generated and recycling
Total amount of general waste (tons)
Total recycled amount (tons)
4,559.7
4,140

4,347.6

Reducing Amount of Waste Discharge

555.84

Kangwon Land is planning on changing its existing individual waste collection space system into an integrated mode by 2015. This is expected to reduce the amount of waste generated and at the same time resolve
incrementing difficulties in operations and management due to the individual collection system as well as
hygiene issues. Moreover Kangwon Land will provide every possible effort to create an environment-friendly
High1 Resort that minimizes environmental impact by reducing waste and moving it outside while at the
same time continuously increasing the percentage of separate recycling.
┃Waste Management System┃

Source of
discharge
(Business
sites
inside
Kangwon
Land)

Collection
and transportation
of waste

Waste including
synthetic resin

Waste
separation
Moving it to and sorting
separation
site

2012

Selecting site
for separate Recycling including
collection
food and recycling

materials

Mid and
final
treatment

Recycling

Minimize
deterioration
of the
environment
and promote
environment
-friendly
recreation

For animal feed and re-use treatment

Minimizing Domestic Waste
Kangwon Land is utilizing 22% of its total generated domestic waste generated for recycling purposes. Scrap
paper make up majority of waste for recycling and profit generated is being used as expenses in recycling
waste management services.

Environment Education and Green Investment
While carrying out environmental management at a corporate level, Kangwon Land is running education on
the environment for all its employees and management personnel on a yearly basis. Online & offline programs have been developed to improve employee awareness on environmental management and to realize
internalization of environmental management simultaneously. Moreover, to realize a green resort, minimize
environmental impact and cope with climate change, Kangwon Land has continued to increase its green investment which includes improvement and repair of the existing facilities, cooperating with outside partners
and securing facilities to reduce environmental impact.

392.02
312.4

2010

2011

2012
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Management of Toxic Chemicals and Indoor Air

Switching to Environment-friendly Energy

Kangwon Land does not release any external toxic substances that cause damage to the air quality. Also, its
indoor air is being managed according to the Indoor Air Quality Control in Public Use Facilities Act. Every year,
outside professional agencies of experts assess the indoor air quality to ensure its compliance with recommendations as per the Indoor Air Quality Criteria for Maintenance. Every January, the assessment report is
submitted to the Municipal Government (Jeongseon-gun).

In compliance with the Government’s low-carbon green growth policy and to engage in preemptive action,
Kangwon Land has been promoting a changeover of its energy source into an environment-friendly energy
to reduce usage of fossil fuel and electricity. This will give an environment-friendly corporate image which
minimizes environmental pollution. Also, the introduction of LNG in the business premises will give basis in
supplying natural gas to Gohan and Sabuk areas which in turn will bring about development of the neighboring areas. Such efforts allowed 15% reduction (3,248 tons) in carbon dioxide release. Further, switching to
LNG fuel which possesses higher thermal efficiency than LPG is expected to produce some 900 million KRW
per year decrease in fuel cost.

Complying with Environment-Related Laws
Kangwon Land strictly abides by the environment-related laws and guidelines as well as environmental regulations on construction management in and outside the country by fulfilling the general expectations and
more on managing forms of construction waste. Environment-friendly building certification as per Article 65,
Section 4 of the Construction Law will be sought for all buildings in progress.

Action against Climate Change
Kangwon Land has set up its environmental management to join in the Korean Government’s policies on Low
Carbon Green Growth and Reduction of Greenhouse Gas, while at the same time carrying out an intense energy reduction program. The amount of Greenhouse Gas released by the entire company is being examined
by a third party; and according to the Government Report Guidelines, a statement is made to report on the
plans on the Greenhouse Gas reduction. Moreover, a Vision System has been set up to cope with the regulations and for optimal management of the Greenhouse Gas Energy.
┃Vision System for Response to Climate Change┃

Improving competitiveness of the tourism industry

Reduce greenhouse gas
and save energy

Responding to discharge
rights trading system

Securing international
competitiveness

Setting up strategies per characteristics
Policy aspects

Facility (Technical) aspects

Operational (Management) aspect

Installation of New Renewable Energy Facilities
Kangwon Land is actively introducing and expanding its use of New Renewable Energy. Employee residence
building ‘Hambaekwan’ by using solar energy, and which saves 36 million KRW per year in its energy use.
It also results in a 76tCO2 of greenhouse gas per year decrease. Also, Solar Energy is utilized at a company
building in Gohan, saving 4.5 million KRW and reducing 25tCO2 of greenhouse gas per year. Based upon the
feasibility study, Kangwon Land is now preparing on setting up a Wind Power Generation Facility.

•Make analysis of existing business outcome

Local method of
•Make analysis of status at test sites
analysis
•Collect basic data
Overseas
method of
analysis

•Research on outcome evaluation model
•IPCC & UNFCCC
•Research on method of monitoring

Comparative
analysis per
policies

Develop
model and
algorithm
to calculate
potential
amount for
reduction

Kangwon Land is making an effort towards saving energy and reducing the release of greenhouse gas by
providing the 2012 Plan on Energy Goal Discussion and Implementation. All the while, reporting is made
yearly on the status and plan of energy usage at public institutions while operating the Energy Savings Committee and Energy Hunters System to actively implement guidelines on its reasonable implementation. Efforts to save the energy consist of the ESCO project, 10% Energy Saving, Dress Down Policy at work, maintaining designated room temperatures and introducing LED lighting.

Two units of 4 ton boilers at High1 Hotel have been switched to four units of 2 ton units to improve energy
use efficacy through peak control. Moreover, planning optimum yield with energy usage is saving 1.28 million
KRW worth of fuel every year. Moreover, air conditioners and heaters at the corporate and office building has
been equipped with a timer to prevent waste of energy.

High-Efficiency Lighting

┃Energy Usage┃
Calculate
potential
amount for
reduction
through the
system

•

65

Amount of direct and indirectly
released greenhouse gas
(Unit: tCO₂e/year)

113,366
101,063
84,647

2011

2012

Introduction of LED
(Unit: EA)

6,800

5,255
4,204

Energy Saving Activities

6,830 existing lights have been switched into high-efficiency LED lights and in the improvement work at the
Casino, 66% of the lighting will use LED lights.

Optinal management of greenhouse gas - energy

Appendix

2010

Reduction of Energy Consumption
Strengthening capability to
respond to partners

•

Category
Total amount of fossil fuel used (toe/year)
Total worth of fossil fuel used (Million KRW)
Direct energy used per primary energy support (㎘)

2010

2011

8,756.7

10,755.3

2012
566.0

8,170

13,008

80,573

12,586,851

15,467,070

17,479,349

49

58

57
391

Energy Conservation Committee

Indoor kerosene (㎘)

The Energy Conservation Committee is led by the Executive Vice President and is comprised of five committee
members, including the Executive Director of Management Support Division, the Executive Director of Casino
Business Division, the Executive Director of Resort Business Division, the Director of Corporate Planning &
Coordination Department, the of Construction & Facility Management Department. The Committee meets
at least twice every year to set up a plan on energy conservation and to analyze and evaluate its outcome. In
addition, Energy Savers have been appointed to monitor active energy saving throughout the premises.

Diesel (㎘)

418

734

Petroleum (㎘)

260

265

210

LPG (㎘)

12,586,124

15,466,014

17,478,690

Indirect energy used per primary energy support (㎘)

77,138,869

91,275,475

102,390,358

2010

2011

2012

Kangwon Land Sustainability Report 2013

Kangwon Land’s Resource Recycling
Water supply
usage

Direct energy
Indoor kerosene

Diesel

Petroleum

LPG

Indirect energy
Total electricity used

1,319,902㎥

57㎘

391㎘

210㎘

17,478,690㎘

102,390,358kWh

Protecting the Eco-System and Bio-Diversity
Feeding Wild Animals
Together with the High1 Social Volunteer Group, Kangwon Land has led a 2012 High1 Campaign to Feed
Wild Animals in the nearby hills. Some 90 people participated in the campaign, including those from the
High1 Social Volunteer Group and local Wild Animals Protection Association. As a leading winter environment protection effort by High1 Resort, the campaign began in 2006 to feed wild animals unable to provide
for themselves during heavy snow season. The campaign also does repair & maintenance work for some
nine food spots inside the resort.

Creating Biotope
Kangwon Land has created a Biotope inside the resort plantation area (2,000 sq. meters) using stranded
wood. A biotope helps us in maintaining the ecosystem. It provides shelter for wild animals during the winter
months and enables habitation of microorganisms. Thanks to such efforts, we have been able to observe endangered species including wild cats and flying squirrels. Moreover the coming of Mandarin Ducks, Cuckoo
and Kite is evidence that the ecosystem inside the resort is diversifying at a significant rhythm/speed.
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Giving New Life to the Jijangcheon River

ni u

Peace and Green Boat Asia was founded to accomplish different goals, and has agendas including historic
problem (where differences have made reconciliation and harmony difficult in some countries), social, cultural and environmental agendas in Northeast Asia; from its peoples’ viewpoint and, to find a resolution at
the same time. Peace and Green Boat are a joint effort by leading NGO groups in Korea and Japan, the Green
Fund and Peace Boat. The boat first set sail on August 2005 and completed its fifth mission in December
2012. Kangwon Land has selected three people among its Employee Social Volunteer Groups to participate
in the '2012 Peace & Green Boat’ to help build up awareness on the environment.
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Supporting 2012 Peace & Green Boat Participation
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Kangwon Land is working around small streams along the Jijamgcheon River to clean up its vicinity. Some
60 volunteers who participated in cleaning up collected refuse from the streams and cleaned contaminated
rocks around the Jeongamsa Temple to restore Jijangcheon into an eco-stream. Also individual volunteer
groups have been carrying out ongoing clean-ups in major areas in the four cities and districts to protect
their environment.
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RECYCLE

OUTPUT

Percentage of
Total water reused
recycling as per waste
or recycled
water generated

●
Feeding Wild Animals

●
Supporting 2012 Peace & Green Boat Participation

62,388㎥

8%

Total amount
recycled

Release of direct and
indirect greenhouse gas

Total general
waste

Total worth of
general waste

555.84ton

113,366tCO2e/Year

4,559.7ton

916,259thousand KRW
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Kangwon Land Sustainability Management Policy

Organization Chart, Awards History

Kangwon Land has made public its policy to respect human rights in its partner companies; its code of ethics and its environmental management. Our
business is managed on such foundations.

Organization Chart

•
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As of December 31, 2012, Kangwon Land is made up of 3 Divisions, 12 Departments, 46 Teams, 1 Center and High1 Sports.

Quality Management Policy

President/CEO

Kangwon Land’s policy on quality management is to provide safe and comfortable space and to maintain the best standard of service with regard to facilities
maintenance for our consumers’ satisfaction.

Corporate Audit Committee

Social Contribution Committee

• To comply with law and related regulations on facilities management, repair and operation
• To secure the best safety through excellent operations and facilities’ management
• To enhance facilities’ performance through continuous improvement
• To maximize prime cost reduction through efficient operation

Secretary Team
Corporate Audit Department

Pleasant Workplace
Management Team

Corporate Audit Team 1
Corporate Audit Team 2

Surveillance Team

To achieve such a policy’s goals on quality management, our every employee will reflect upon what’s required by the ISO 9001 Standards to set up an
effective quality management system as well as to implement, maintain and improve this system. With such a foundation, we hope to achieve customer
satisfaction and continuous improvement in quality outcome.

Executive Vice President

KLACC

Policy on Respecting Human Rights within our Partner Companies
In our investment and procurement practices, Kangwon Land has a policy which respects human rights in our partner companies. Policy includes the following.
• To guarantee autonomy throughout management and human resources in partner companies by applying guidelines provided by the Ministry of
Employment and Labor
• To encourage success of employment in order to bring job security
• To apply the same rate of wage increases (in amount as well) and welfare programs per partner companies
• To supervise guarantee of appropriate wages and to value labor cost at a higher rate than the ongoing one.
• To order consulting services to improve operations at partner companies
• Other welfare policies

Corporate Planning &
Coordination Department

Management & Planning Team
Sustainable Growth Strategy Team
Budget Management Team
Public Relations Team
2020 Vision BusinessTeam

Management Support
Division

CFO

Finance & IR Team
Accounting Team
Casino Bank Team
Property Custody Team

Human Resource Team
Labor Management & Welfare Team
General Affairs Team
Legal Affairs Team
Supply Management Team

Key associations joined
Year joined

Construction & Facility
Management Department

Leisure Management Team
Leiure Operating Team
High1 Hotel & Condo Team

Construction Management Team
Facility ManagementTeam
Green Environment Team

Regional Cooperation Team
Partner Companies Services Team

Table Game A~C Team
Machine Game Team

Safety & Security Department
Emergency Planning Team
Safety Management Team
Security Task-force Team

Name of Awards Received

Awards Section

Host

January

2012 Most Trusted Brand Voted by the Consumer (Grand Prize)

Ski Resort

Chosun Media

January

2012 40 Persons who Move Korean Economy

Social responsibility management

Fortune Korea

January

2012 Best Brand Award Chosen by Consumers (Grand Prize)

Resort

Korea JoongAng Daily Forbes

March

Creative Management for Korea (Grand Prize)

Sustainability Management

Korea JoongAng Daily

2012 Korea Global CEO

Social Contribution Management

Korea JoongAng Daily

2012 Socially Contributing Company Award (Grand Prize)

Social-Local Community Development

Korea Economic Daily

November

2012 Korean Economy Leader Award (Grand Prize)

Social Responsibility Management

Korea JoongAng Daily

November

2012 App. Award Korea (Grand Prize)

Services (Resort Sector) Award

Chosun Media

December

2012 Korea Lifestyle Award

Minister of Gender Award Women’s
Competitiveness Support

Donga TV/ Herald Media

December

2012 Internet Eco-Award (Grand Prize)

Internet Award

Korea Internet Professionals’ Federation
& Association (KIPFA)

Korea Employers’ Federation

2005

Gangwon Employers’ Federation

2004

Civil Mediation Committee for Yeongwol Corporation

2000

Institute of Internal Auditors

2007

Korea Listed Companies Association

2005

Crime Victim Support Center of Yeongwol Area

2001

Korea Chamber of Commerce & Industry

2007

Samsung Economic Research Institute

2005

Crime Prevention Committee member,
Ministry of Justice, Yeongwol Area

2001

Korea Personnel Improvement Association

2011

Korea Suggestion System Association

2006

Civil Mediation Committee, Jeongseon-gun Court

2006

Life Safety Committee

Korea Productivity Center

Leisure Management
Department

Regional Association

1999

2004

Marketing Planning Team
Sales Team

Award History
Month

Associations

Marketing Strategy Department

Hotel Management Team
Rooms Team
F&B 1 Team
F&B 2 Team
Culinary Team

Information Operation Team
Information Development Team

An in-house standard for regulation stricter than law shall be adopted for the conservation of the environment for application firstly in facilities maintenance while actively participating to realize improvement in the environment.

Year joined

Hotel Management Department

Casino Management Team
Casino Operation Team
Customer Service Team

Information Management
Department

• Compliance with the laws in effect through continuous improvement of the environment
• Minimizing environmental impact on facilities management
• Securing and operation of the best preventive facilities
• Maximizing energy saving through efficient operations

Associations

Casino Management
Department

Casino Business Department

Kangwon Land seeks to fulfill its corporate ethics and social responsibility to preserve the environment while setting up a leading system on environmental
management to ensure transparency from all stakeholders, and to establish its awareness as a trusted environment-friendly corporation. Moreover, we are
looking to create a pleasant work environment to improve quality of life for our employees. For such purposes, the following will be set up and carried out.

Year joined

Resort Business Division

Regional cooperation
Department

High1 Sports

Policy on Environment Management

Casino Business Division

July
October
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Sustainability Management Result

1) Economic

4) Outcome of Win-Win Management
Category

Asset Index

Sales Index

Stability Index

Profitability Index

Unit

2010

2011

2012

Total Asset

Million KRW

2,609,098

2,711,402

2,906,655

Total Liabilities

Million KRW

509,888

454,039

534,628

Total Ownership of Interest

Million KRW

2,099,211

2,257,363

2,372,027

Sales Volume

Million KRW

1,313,788

1,265,686

1,296,191

Operating Income

Million KRW

555,664

488,541

404,868

Net Income

Million KRW

426,209

381,175

306,229

Current Ratio

%

213

264

225

Debt Ratio

%

24

20

23

Equity Capital Rate

%

80

83

82

Remark

Category
Products by small & medium
sized companies

Purchasing Amount

Unit

2010

2011

2012

100 million KRW

1,989

2,195

1,120

%

51.2

67.9

73.0

Persons

1,247

1,464

1,521

Unit

2010

2011

2012

Rate

Employment of locals at partner companies

5) Outcome of Environmental Managementt
Category
Direct energy

Kerosene for indoors use

㎘

49

58

57

Diesel

㎘

418

734

391
210

Total Borrowing to Total assets

%

-

-

-

Return on Net sales

%

42

39

31

Petroleum

㎘

260

265

Net Profit on Sales

%

32

30

24

LPG

㎘

12,586,124

15,466,014

17,478,690

Equity Net Earning Rate

%

20

17

13

kWh

77,138,869

91,275,475

102,390,358

Indirect energy

Total amount of electricity used

Amount of greenhouse
gas discharged

Scope1

tCO₂eq

47,867

58,513

65,627

Scope2

tCO₂eq

36,780

42,548

47,739

2) On Responsible Gaming Culture

Original unit

Category

Unit

2010

2011

2012

Counseling on gambling addiction

Cases

7,065

7,448

8,506

Supporting cost of treatment

Cases

56

47

45

Thousand KRW

221,975

211,698

215,507

Supporting returning home expenses

Cases

3,258

3,679

3,484

Thousand KRW

195,480

220,740

209,188

Number of related treatments

Cases

101

59

57

Operation of an Employee Training Forum

Cases

20

19

10

Cases

3,667

5,405

3,983

Cases

5,545

6,014

5,426

Thousand KRW

52,751

74,276

66,743

Health Checkup

Remark

Remark

Water data

tCO₂eq/m²

0.202

0.181

0.210

Amount of water intake per source

m²

1,221,190

1,310,364

1,319,902

Total water used for re-use and recycling

m²

116,565

99,054

62,388

Percentage recycled per waste water generated
Waste data

Total waste volume
Total volume of general waste

Total expenditure
and investment on
environment protection

%

16.7

13

8

ton

4,140

4,348

4,560

Thousand KRW

867,020

885,392

916,259

Total investment on environment

Million KRW

8,266

3,366

13,263

Total investment on environment facilities

Million KRW

6,415

2,985

12,759

Amount of green products purchased

Million KRW

601

381

504

Unit

2010

2011

2012

Points

73

81

81

Remark

6) Outcome of Customer Impression Management
3) On Transparent Management
Category
Reports related to morale
Percentage of morale reports
Number of persons to attend online education
Total hours spent in online education

Category
Unit

2010

2011

2012

Cases

7

27

22

%

100

100

100

Persons

2,867

3,017

2,717

Hours

57,340

136,146

20,377

Remark

Customer satisfaction index
Total numbers to receive customer service education per year

persons

387

379

2,250

Thousand won

110,517

25,423

34,690

Number of customer-related lawsuits

Cases

5

14

10

Number of customer-related events

Cases

9

15

101

Annual cost of customer service education

Remark

73

74
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7) On Local Community
Unit

2010

2011

2012

Category

Unit

2010

2011

2012

Amount (Budget basis)

100 Million KRW

200

230

230

Audit committee

Thousand won

26,400

26,400

26,400

Amount (Execution basis)

100 Million KRW

197

148

176

Independent Directors

Thousand won

26,400

26,400

26,400

To Sales Ratio

%

1.5

1.8

1.4

%

-

-

-

To Operating Income Ratio

%

3.50

4.03

4.35

Persons

112

33

-

Times

12,648

15,113

13,781

%

1.0

1.3

3.5

%

97.0

99.5

98.2

Category
Ratio of Social
Contribution

Social Volunteer Volunteer Activities
Group Activities
Rate of Participation rate
Volunteer Hours per Person
Corporate Donation to Welfare Foundations

h/person

19.7

20.8

19.7

Million KRW

4,000

5,000

6,000

Supporting Invested Corporations to Replace
Abandoned Mines

Million KRW

3,000

-

40,400

Sharing High1 Point with the Local Community

Million KRW

12,136

11,908

16,642

Persons

2,010

2,086

2,010

Million KRW

63

194*

661

Hiring Local Talents
Purchasing Traditional Market Gift Coupon

Priority Purchasing of Local Food Stuffs

Million KRW

18,084

18,267

16,966

Using Local Business Services (Contruction)

Million KRW

14,396

13,343

6,174

Local Businesses Outsourced (Cost to include
personnel and unit price services)

Million KRW

97,797

107,438

120,501

Housing Subsidy (for local areas)

Million KRW

Remark

Female Director or higher
Interns emplyment
Employee
turnover rate

Full time employees
Part time employees

%

1.1

0.6

0.7

Retired staffs

Full time employees

Persons

34

44

114

Labor union members

Persons

2,359

2,390

2,396

Maternity leave
(giving birth)

Applicants

Persons

99

121*

136

Returned

Persons

103

110*

137

Maternity /
paternity leave

Applicants - female

Persons

92

108

82

Returned - female

Persons

77

98

62

Applicants - male

Persons

3

16

23

Returned - male

Persons

2

16

19

%

84

89

95

Thousand won

2,034,520

2,604,327

2,044,972

%

1.29

1.47

1.03

Thousand won

636

791

640

Hours

373,267

553,818

507,312
159

*The figure of 2011
was changed due to
the change of data
collection standard.

Return to work and retention rates after
parental leave
Education

Cost
Cost per labor cost

3,582

4,845

2,647

Cost per person
Hours of education
Hours of education per person

8) On Employment Generation
Category
Employment

New Hire

Minorities

Average Tenure

Income

Average Income of
Directors

117

168

Persons

0

2

3

Short-term overseas training

Persons

0

43

42

Unit

2010

2011

2012

Total

Persons

3,198

3,290

3,193

Engish conversation

Persons

127

193

223

Male

Persons

2,146

2,201

2,163

Japanese/ Mandarin

Persons

0

61

144

Female

Persons

1,052

1,089

1,030

Industrial Safety and Welfare Committee

Persons

10

10

16

Persons

2,976

2,973

2,870

Staffs who completed safety education

Persons

3,195

3,291

3,193

Part-time & Temporary

Persons

222

317

323

Hours

76,680

78,984

76,632

Total

Persons

52

43

2

Percentage completed

%

100

100

100

Female

Persons

17

24

0

No. of safety related accidents

Cases

20

23

14

Handicaped

Persons

2

-

0

Persons

4,461

4,641

4,582

Sciences & Engineering Major

Persons

14

1

0

Percentage received

%

Aged

Persons

81

70

72

4

-

2

Handicaped

Persons

Percentage of increase

%

60

69

67

7

4

0

Aged

Persons

43

46

50

Thousand won

891,971

928,045

916,319

Patriots and Veterans

Persons

110

107

127

Total

Yr

6.6

7.3

8.3

Male

Yr

6.8

7.6

8.5

Female

Yr

6.1

6.9

7.7

Thousand won

54,975

57,212

63,402

Per Employment Type Full-time Employees

Average annual income per person
Starting annual

Thousand won

29,293

31,429

35,148

CEO

Thousand won

225,761

215,761

232,682

Executive Vice President

Thousand won

187,422

187,422

204,523

Remark

Hours

Overseas degree course

Employee safety

Total hours of education

Employees’ medical
checkup

No. of staffs receiving

Cost
Labor Management
Committee

No difference
between male and
female

Labor Management Committees held

Times

4

4

4

Participation at Labor Management
Committees (Management)

%

100

89

100

Participation at Labor Management
Committees (Employees)

%

100

100

100

Training Labor Management professionals

Times

9

8

14

Report on sexual
harrassment

Cases handled

Times

1

-

1

Education for counsellors

Cases

1

1

1

Welfare program

Cost

Thousand won

12,536,689

16,097,078

15,508,033

%

0.95

1.27

1.20

To sale ratio

Remark

*The figure of 2011
was changed due to
the change of basic
date.
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Greenhouse Gas Energy Verification Report

Attn: Shareholder and Board of Directors
Kangwon Land Inc.

Subject of verification
Statement on the amount of greenhouse gas released and the amount of energy used by Kangwon Land during

The auditor has reviewed statements on all inclusive income, on changes in equity and of cash flow
for Kangwon Land covering both fiscal years ending on December 31, 2011 and 2012. Both prove to be
identical to the current statement of position. The responsibility to prepare this financial statement lies
with the company’s management; the auditor’s role is to audit this financial statement and express an
opinion based on this audit.
The auditor has performed the audit in compliance with audit standards in Korea; which requires
planning and implementation of the audit to reasonably ensure that the financial statement does not
contain any significant misinterpretations. The audit includes verification by using the method of implication on the audit evidences which back up of the amount and contents made pubic in the financial
statement. Moreover, the audit includes an evaluation, not only of the overall remarks made on the
financial statement but it will also include assessment of the accounting principles and accounting
estimates applied by the management to prepare this financial statement. It is the auditor’s belief that
the audit performed provides reasonable evidence to express points of view on the audit.
It is the auditor’s belief that the aforementioned financial statement states details appropriately on
both the financial result and cash flow of Kangwon Land over the fiscal years ending respectively on
December 31, 2011 and 2012 based on the Korea International Financial Reporting Standards (K-IFRS)
in matters of importance.

2012

Basis for verification
- Fundamental law on low carbon green growth (April 14, 2010)
- Guidelines on greenhouse gas energy goal management and operations (2012.6.21) made public by the Ministry
of Environment (Issue 103, 2012)

Verification’s Limitations
N/A.

Significant exceptions identified
N/A

If on conditional acceptance, state the reason(s) (Only if conditional)
Non-AN/A

Verification results (acceptable/conditional/non-acceptable) and overall opinion
Final 2012 greenhouse gas release and energy use statement provided by Kangwon Land has accurately calculated
and stated the greenhouse gas release of 113,373 tCO2eq as per “greenhouse gas energy goal management and
operation guidelines” by the Ministry of Environment and it is noted to be below 5% based on importance assessment.

Verification report
March 5, 2013

Appropriate
March 28, 2013

Samjong KPMG LLC
CEO

Kim

Gyo

Tae

Investigating Company

Korea SGS

CEO

Kwon I sung

•
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Independent Verification Report

INTRODUCTION
Det Norske Veritas Certification Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as ‘DNV’) has been commissioned to carry out assurance engagement on Kangwon Land, Inc.
(hereinafter referred to as ‘Kangwon Land’) 2013 Sustainability Report (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Report’). This engagement focused on the information provided in the Report and the underlying management and reporting processes.
This Assurance Statement is intended for the readers of the Kangwon Land’s Sustainability Report. Kangwon Land is responsible for the collection, analysis, aggregation and presentation of all information within the Report. DNV’s responsibility regarding this Assurance engagement is to the management
of Kangwon Land only, in accordance with terms of reference and scope of work agreed. DNV disclaims any liability or responsibility to a third party for any
decisions, whether investment or otherwise, based upon this Assurance Statement.

Stakeholder Inclusivity
Kangwon Land has engaged with a range of stakeholders regarding sustainability issues. Stakeholder communication channels are stated in detail in the
Report. Six Stakeholder groups of Shareholders, Customers, Business partners, Employees, Local community, Government, NGO, Associates and Media
are identified. Stakeholder engagement is conducted independently to identify the expectation of respective stakeholders.

Materiality
Significant issues are identified by combining business relevance and social impacts. The sustainability issues were sought from various international
standards/Media research/Stakeholder opinions. The Report generally provides an account of performance on the issues that are most significant to
Kangwon Land and are most relevant to its stakeholders.

SCOPE OF ASSURANCE

Completeness

This Assurance Engagement covered data and information in the calendar year 2012. The scope of DNV’s Assurance Engagement, as agreed with Kangwon Land included the verification of:

The scope and boundary of the Report cover all operations, which are material issues and performances related to Kangwon Land and its stakeholders.
No significant omission was found in verification of data and information.

•Sustainability policy, goals, initiatives, practices and performance for calendar year 2012, as described in the Report.
•Data and activities related to the environment, health and safety management, social aspects, and corporate governance issues that refer to the
period between January 2012 and December 2012 as contained in the Report.
•Evaluation of the reporting principles for defining the sustainability report content and the quality as expressed in the Sustainability Reporting Guidelines GRI G3.1. and check of GRI Application Level

LIMITATIONS
The engagement excluded the sustainability management, performance and reporting practices of Kangwon Land’ suppliers, contractors and any third
parties mentioned in the Report. DNV did not interview external stakeholders as part of this Assurance Engagement. Economic performances including financial data were crosschecked at head-office with internal documents and the financial statements audited by another third party. The assurance
statement on the financial statements issued by another third Party is also provided in the Report. Overseas activities are not included in this Assurance
Engagement.

Principles for Ensuring Report Quality
The data and information in the Report are presented in a comparable and chronological manner, and are generally reliable on the report.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT
The following is an excerpt from the observations and opportunities reported to Kangwon Land’s management. However, these do not affect our conclusions on the Report. These are provided to encourage continual improvement.
•Set up the objectives in order to achieve the sustainability vision and strategy and develop the action plan so that the progress of achievement can be
at least annually measured and reported.
•Adopt more structured and systematic processes for data gathering, analysis and reporting as part of the existing internal audit program to ensure
the accuracy and reliability of reported information.
•Establish documented procedure for accounting and reporting criteria for data gathering so that the consistency can be achieved.

VERIFICATION METHODOLOGY
This Assurance Engagement was planned and carried out in accordance with DNV Protocol. In reaching our conclusion, we have undertaken the following
work.
•Interviewed Kangwon Land’s management representatives
•Examined relevant documents, data and other information requested by DNV and made available by Kangwon Land
•Reviewed a selection of internal communication and external media reports relating to Kangwon Land’ sustainability management approach, performance and adherence to its policies
•Checked that the Report fulfills the requirement of GRI Application Level.
•Sampling technique for data verification
The verification conducted in August 2013 and provides moderate level according to the DNV Protocol.

STATEMENT OF COMPETENCE AND INDEPENDENCE
DNV is a leading provider of sustainability services, including the verification of sustainability reports. Our environmental and social assurance specialists operate in over 100 countries. DNV was not involved in the preparation of any statements or data included in the Report except for this Assurance
Statement. DNV maintains complete impartiality toward stakeholders interviewed during the verification process. DNV expressly disclaims any liability or
co-responsibility for any decision a person or an entity may make based on this Assurance Statement.

Seoul, Korea
August, 2013

CONCLUSIONS
In DNV’s opinion, and based on the scope of this Assurance Engagement, nothing has come to our attention to suggest that the Report is not fairly stated.
DNV confirms that the Report meets GRI G3.1 Application level ‘A+’. Further conclusions and observations on the adoption of reporting principles are
made below.

In Kyoon Ahn
Country Manager
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GRI G3.1 Index

To report ●

Contents

ISO 26000

Level of Application

Location

Strategy and Analysis
1.1
1.2

CEO Message

•

•

Stakeholder

Environmental Management

•

Appendix

6.2

Chance and Challenge

●
●

2-3
2-3

Organizational Profile

Report in part ◐ Not reported ○

Remark

N/A

Index number

Contents

Level of Application

Location

◐

9

Principles of Prevention and Method of Accomplishment

●

10-12

Outside Economic, Environment and Social Initiatives Followed by the Company

●

70

4.13

Status of member industry, national and international associations

●

70

4.14

Participation of stakeholder groups

●

17

4.15

Basis for identifying and distinguishing participating stakeholders

●

17

4.16

Approaches to ensure stakeholder participation

●

18

4.17

Key points of interest raised by stakeholder participation and actions taken

●

18

4.10

Process to evaluate performance by the Board of Directors (Especially in
economic/ environment/and social aspects)

4.11
4.12

ISO 26000
6.2

2.1

Company Name

●

4

2.2

Key Product and Brand

●

4-5

2.3

Organizational Structure of the Company

●

71

2.4

Location of the Headquarters

●

4

2.5

Countries with Key Business Operations/ Sales Market

●

4

2.6

Company Ownership Structure and Legal Form

●

9

2.7

Sales Market

●

4,5

Index number

Level of Application

Location

2.8

Company Size

●

4

EC1

Creation and distribution of direct economic value

6.8, 6.8.3, 6.8.7, 6.8.9

●

24

2.9

Significant Changes during Report Period

●

Cover

EC2

Financial impact of climate changes/ its risk and opportunities in doing business

6.5.5

●

63-65

2.10

Awards Received during Report Period

●

71

EC3

Range of pension support

6.4.4, 6.8

●

-

EC4

Record of receiving Government supported subsidies

●

N/A

EC5

Proportion of start-up salary for new employees as per legal minimum
wage at major business sites

6.4.4, 6.8

●

74

6.2

Parameters for Reporting

Economic Performance

To report ●

Contents

ISO 26000

3.1

Period for Reporting (e.g. Fiscal/ Calendar Year)

●

Cover

3.2

Most Recently Published Report Date

●

Cover

3.3

Report Period (Annual, Bi-Annual)

●

Cover

EC6

Policy, customs and proportion of local purchases made at major business sites

6.6.6, 6.8, 6.8.5, 6.8.7

●

46

EC7

Process of prior employment of locals at major business sites and
proportion of locally based high-level managers

6.8, 6.8.5, 6.8.7

◐

23, 52-53

EC8

Infrastructural investment for public good, related services, support and
impact (Types of support needs specification)

6.3.9, 6.8, 6.8.3, 6.8.4,
6.8.5, 6.8.6, 6.8.7, 6.8.9

●

40-45, 74

EC9

Understanding and brief provided on indirect economic outreach

6.3.9, 6.6.6, 6.6.7, 6.7.8,
6.8, 6.8.5, 6.8.6, 6.8.7, 6.8.9

●

23-24,
62, 74

ISO 26000

Level of Application

Location

Report in part ◐ Not reported ○

Operating the DB (Defined Benefit) pension
plan for regular employees since January 2012
Not Available

Contact to Inquire on Report and Related Information

●

Cover

Process to Define Contents of Reporting (deciding importance/priority,
identifying anticipated stakeholders)

●

Cover

3.6

Boundaries for Reporting (nation, business division, affiliated company,
leased facilities, joint venture companies, supply companies)

●

Cover

3.7

Boundaries for Reporting or Limitations in its Boundaries

●

Cover

3.8

Basis for Reporting on Objects which may Influence Possible Comparisons
between Organizations

●

Cover

3.9

Presumptions made while Collecting Information, Data Measurement
Techniques and Basis of Calculation

●

Cover

3.10

Efficacy of Redescribing Information Noted in the Previous Report and
Reasons for Redescribing Noted per Index

●

Cover

EN1

Amount of raw materials used based on weight or mass

●

N/A

Not Available

3.11

Boundaries or Significant changes as per Previous Report Period

●

Cover

EN2

Percentage of recycled materials used

●

N/A

Not Available

3.12

GRI Checklist

●

80-83

EN3

Direct energy consumption per primary energy support

●

65

3.13

Policy and Actions on Outside Verification, its Boundaries and Basis and
Links between Reporting and Verifying Organizations

●

78-79

EN4

Indirect energy consumption per primary energy support

●

65

EN5

Total reduction on energy use from saving and improved efficiency

●

62-65

EN6

Efforts in providing energy-efficient or recyclable energy-based products/
services and its energy saving impact

●

62-65

7.5.3

Corporate Governance, Responsibility and Participation
4.2
4.3
4.4

Environmental Performance
Index number

Contents

To report ●

6.5, 6.5.4

N/A

Remark

3.5

Corporate Governance

81

Remark

3.4

4.1

•

In order to keep objectivity and consistency of information, Kangwon Land has prepared the report herein based on the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative)
Guidelines, G3.1 Version. It also included an ISO26000 Index to verify the relevant information more conveniently.

Common
Index number

Economy

Report in part ◐ Not reported ○

N/A

Remark

●

8-9

If CEO is also Chairman on the Board of Directors

●

8

EN7

Indirect energy saving initiatives and its outcome

●

65

Make up of the Board of Directors

●

8

EN8

Total intake water volume per source

●

67

Mechanism Where Shareholder and Employees are able to Make
Suggestions to the Board of Directors

●

17

EN9

Water resource under heavy influence from intakes

●

67

EN10

Total amount and percentage of reused or recycled water

●

67

4.5

Link between Corporate performance and Compensation to the
Management

●

9

EN11

Location and size of property owned, leased or managed at or near the
protected areas or with strong biodiversity value

●

N/A

There is no business sites in protection areas
and bio-diversity zones

4.6

Process to Prevent Conflict of Interest among Board of Directors

●

9

EN12

N/A

Professional Decision Making Process by the Board of Director leading
Strategies in Economic, Environment and Social Agendas

●

8

Impact on biodiversity caused by activities, products and services within
protected areas or zones with strong biodiversity value

●

4.7

There is no business sites in protection areas
and bio-diversity zones

EN13

Protected or restored habitat.

●

N/A

Not Available

4.8

Management Principles

●

6-7

EN14

Strategies, Actions and Plans on Biodiversity Management

◐

66

4.9

Process by the Board of Directors to take charge of the economic,
environment, and social performances

●

9

EN15

IUCN designated Red List living around the areas under business
influence/ Number of nationally designated endangered species and risk
of endangerment

●

N/A

6.2

6.5, 6.5.6

Not Available
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Index number

Contents

•

ISO 26000

Level of Application

Location

67, 73

HR2

Percentage of human rights assessment at partner companies

6.3, 6.3.3, 6.3.5, 6.4.3, 6.6.6

◐

48-50

Other Indirectly Released Greenhouse Gas

●

67, 73

HR3

●

52,76

●

61-65

Employee education hours on work related human rights policy and procedure
(to include percentage of employees completing education)

6.3, 6.3.5

Businesses with reduced greenhouse gas and outcome

●

-

No ozone depleting materials

HR4

Total number of discriminations and actions taken

6.3, 6.3.6, 6.3.7, 6.3.10,
6.4.3

◐

52,76

●

-

Not Available

HR5

63

6.3, 6.3.3, 6.3.4, 6.3.5,
6.3.8 6.3.10, 6.4.3, 6.4.5

56

●

Business areas identified to possess serious infringement on rights of
association and collective bargaining and measures taken to ensure such rights

●

Total amount of waste water released per final release point and its water quality

EN22

Amount of waste released per form and method of handling it.Kumi/ Paju)

●

63

HR6

●

-

Not Available

6.3, 6.3.3, 6.3.4, 6.3.5,
6.3.7, 6.3.10

53

Cases and amount of significant hazardous materials leaked

Businesses with high risk of child labor and measures taken for its
extirpation

●

EN23
EN24

Percentage of waste transported/ brought in & out/ handled or taken out
overseas as regulated in the Basel Convention Annex I, II, III, VIII

N/A

-

Not Available

HR7

Businesses with high risk of enforced labor and measures taken for its
extirpation

●

53

EN25

Name, size, level of protection and biodiversity value of waters and habitat
influenced by waste release from Kangwon Land

6.5. 6.5.4, 6.5.6

N/A

-

Not Available

HR8

Percentage of Security Personnel who completed education on work
related human rights policy and procedure

6.3, 6.3.5, 6.4.3, 6.6.6

●

N/A

EN26

Activities and outcome to reduce environmental impact from product and services

6.5, 6.5.4, 6.6.6, 6.7.5

●

62

6.3, 6.3.6, 6.3.7, 6.3.8, 6.6.7

EN17
EN18
EN19

Amount of ozone destructive materials released

EN20

Amount of major air pollutants released (including NOx, Sox)

EN21

6.5, 6.5.3

EN27

Percentage of recycling from products sold and packaging.

6.5, 6.5.4, 6.7.5

N/A

-

Not Available

EN28

Number of non-financial penalties and amount of fine levied for violating
environment related regulations

6.5

●

-

Penalty on the violation of legal standard for SS
concentration at High 1 country club in 2012

EN29

Major environmental impact on transportation of products, raw materials
and employees

6.5, 6.5.4, 6.6.6

◐

62-63

EN30

Expenditure and Total Investment in Environmental Protection

6.5

●

73

Social

To report ●

Index number

Contents

ISO 26000

Level of Application

Location

Employment type, contract and number of persons per area

◐

74

LA2

Number and percentage (per age, sex and region) of employees who left
for new jobs

●

75

LA3

Benefits provided only for full time employees (not temporary or contract) at 6.4, 6.4.3, 6.4.4
major business sites

●

56

LA4

Percentage of employees to undergo collective bargaining

6.4, 6.4.3, 6.4.4, 6.4.5,
6.3.10

●

57

LA5

Minimum notice period for major business changes

6.4, 6.4.3, 6.4.4, 6.4.5

●

57

LA6

Percentage of employees represented by the joint labor-management health and
safety committee

6.4, 6.4.6

●

75

LA7

Cases of injury, occupational disease, lost days, absence and work related
injuries (per regions)

◐

55

LA8

Education, training, counseling, prevention and risk management program to support
the employees, their families and the local community from serious illnesses

6.4, 6.4.6, 6.8, 6.8.3,
6.8.4, 6.8.8

●

55

6.4, 6.4.3

HR9

Total number of infringements on indigenous people’s rights and actions taken

●

-

HR10

Percentage and number of business sites and carrying out supervision and
impact assessment on human rights

●

57, 75

HR11

Number of human rights related complaints filed/ addressed/ resolved
through an official complaints mechanism

◐

16, 57, 75

Appendix

•

83

Remark

Security work has been outsourced to
an external security firm.
No violation of rights of natives

Social Performance Index

Report in part ◐ Not reported ○

N/A

Remark

Labor Performance Index
LA1

Contents

Environmental Management

Location

6.5, 6.5.5

Index number

•

Stakeholder

●

Total amount of greenhouse gas released directly (Local)

Remark

•

Level of Application

EN16

ISO 26000

Economy

SO1

Characteristics, scope and effectiveness of a program evaluating impact
on the local community at the start, during and following the completion
stages of business activities

6.3.9, 6.8, 6.8.5, 6.8.7,
6.6.7

◐

61, 70

SO2

Number and percentage of business units identified to carry a risk of corruption

6.6, 6.6.3

◐

15-16

SO3

Percentage of employees who completed education on anti-corruption policy
and procedure

●

72

SO4

Actions taken against corruption

SO5

Position on public policy, establishment of public policy and participation in
lobbying activities

SO6

Total amount donated in cash/ goods per party/ politician or related
organizations per nation

SO7

Cases of legal measures taken against unfair competition or monopoly
action and their outcome.

SO8

Number of fines and non-financial measures levied against violations of
law and regulations

SO9
SO10

◐

15

●

11, 13, 24,
30, 64

●

-

No donation to a political party, politicians or
related institutions

6.6, 6.6.5, 6.6.7

●

-

No illegal behavior

6.6, 6.6.7, 6.8.7

◐

13

Business sites with potential or actual negative influence on the local
community rather write ‘the law’ or ‘laws’ unity

●

29-31

Mechanisms to protect the local community, and business sites from
potential negative influences.

●

29-31

●

38-39

●

-

●

36-37

●

-

6.6, 6.6.4, 6.8.3

Product Performance Index
PR1

Per life cycle stages assessment on health and safety impact of product
and services for improvement purposes/ number of assessments per key
products and services

PR2

Cases of violations committed against regulations on customer health and
safety impact on products and services life cycle

6.3.9, 6.6.6, 6.7, 6.7.4,
6.7.5

LA9

Health and safety matters under official agreement with the labor union

6.4, 6.4.6

●

55

LA10

Total annual hours of education per person as per job categories

6.4, 6.4.7

●

54

LA11

Job related education and lifelong learning program to ensure continued
employment and give support to retired employees

6.4, 6.4.7, 6.8.5

●

55

PR3

Types of products and services information needed in the process/percentage
of key products and services applicable under such information category

LA12

Percentage of employees to undergo evaluation of ongoing performances
and on career development

6.4, 6.4.7

◐

55

PR4

Number of violations on product/ services related information and labeling
related regulations

LA13

Makeup of Board of Directors and employees (based on diversity index to include
sex, age, minorities)

6.3.7, 6.3.10, 6.4, 6.4.3

●

8, 52 , 74

PR5

Customer satisfaction related activities including surveying the level of
customer satisfaction

6.7, 6.7.4, 6.7.5, 6.7.6,
6.7.8, 6.7.9

●

73

LA14

Percentage of basic salary by category, male and female employees

6.3.7, 6.3.10, 6.4, 6.4.3,
6.4.4

●

74

PR6

6.7, 6.7.3, 6.7.6, 6.7.9
Program to abide by law, standards and self-made regulations related to
marketing communications including advertisement, promotion and sponsorship

●

38

LA15

Rate of return and maintenance after maternity leave according to sex

◐

77

PR7

Cases of violation of laws, standards and self-made regulations related to
marketing communications including advertisement, promotion and sponsorship

●

-

No case of violation of marketign laws

Cases and percentage of major investment agreements that include human 6.3, 6.3.3, 6.3.5, 6.6.6
rights protection clauses or have passed human rights assessment

◐

-

PR8

Number of complaints filed for violation of personal information protection
law and loss of customer data

6.7, 6.7.7

●

-

There has been no critical information leakage
or complaint raised up until 2012

PR9

Amount of fine levied on violation of laws on supplying products and services

6.7, 6.7.6

●

78

No serious violations of laws for products supplied

There is no gender difference in basic wages
for new hires.

Human Rights
HR1

We are forming a contract including the
compliance with the Labor Standards Act for
business partners.

6.7, 6.7.3, 6.7.4, 6.7.5,
6.7.6, 6.7.9

No violation of customers’ health and safety
laws

No critical violation of laws on product
information labeling
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